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PREFACE 
The purpose of this study was the development of a method for 
synthesizing the Stephenson Type II six-link function generator for 
both finite and infinitesimally separated positions. That is, both the 
positions of the input and output link and the velocity, acceleration, 
jerk and kerk ratios of the input to the output link are possible 
design parameters. The procedure developed was incorporated into com-
puter programs for ease of synthesis. 
I wish to express my appreciation to my thesis adviser, Dr. A. H. 
Soni, for his encouragement, understanding and expertise in the field 
of mechanisms. Special thanks go to Dilip Kohli for his valuable 
advice. The committee members, Dr. M. Mamoun and Dr. Larry D. Zirkle, 
deserve recognition for giving both time and suggestions. 
Thanks are exten~ed to Mrs. Jean Lee for her expert typing and 
technical assistance in preparing the final copy of this thesis. 
Finally, I wish to thank my wife for typing the earlier drafts of this 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
One of .the reasons for the existence of the field of mechanisms is 
the need for production of non-linear motion. Because the function 
generating mechanism can produce non-linear motion, it is a vital tool 
for industry. Therefore, procedures have been developed for synthesiz-
ing the planar six-link function generator. 
McLarnan (l)* discussed the procedure for synthesizing six-link 
mechanisms with complex numbers and numerical techniques for from 6 to 
11 finite points. Soni, Varma and Juneja (2) synthesized the six-link 
mechanism for three finitely separated positions, while Myklebust and 
Tesar (3) synthesized for five positions. Kaufman (4) synthesized for 
five positions, correlating coupler motion with input crank rotations. 
Kim, Hamid and Soni (5) synthesized the six-link mechanism for point 
path generation. Soni and others (6) made use of the matrix method of 
synthesis and synthesized for eleven precision positions by numerical 
methods. 
The studies mentioned above indicate there is a need for a clear 
method for synthesizing the six-link function generator for all combi-
nations of finitely and infinitesimally separated positions when one is 
*Numbers in parentheses refer to numbered references in the 
Bibliography. 
2 
obtaining a closed form solution. The matrix method set forth by Suh 
and Radcliffe (7) proves to be concise and easily adaptable in going 
I 
from finitely separated position synthesis to infinitesimally separated 
position synthesis. It was chosen for this thesis work becaµse the 
equations used for finitely separated position synthesis can be differ-
entiated to obtain infinitesimally separated position synthesis of any 
degree with minimal change in synthesis procedure. 
One may question why the six-link mechanism is practical, having 
two more linkages and three more revolute pairs than the four-link 
mechanism. After all, these add to the cost and maintenance involved 
for industrial practicality. But when one looks at the six-link mech-
anism's advantages of extra mobility, versatility and compactness 
over the four-link mechanism, it can be seen that the six-link mech-
anism is a necessary tool for industry. 
All the six-link mechanisms with one degree of freedom come from 
two kinematic chains. These are shown in Figure 1. These two chains 
result in fiv.e six-link mechanisms, shown in Figure 2. 





Figure 2. Five Six-Link Mechanisms 
As can be seen from Figure 2, the Stephenson Type III mechanism. 
and the Watt Type II mechanism have a basic four-link structure which 
limits their function generating capabilities to that of a four-link · 
mechanism. The Watt Type I and Stephenson Type I mechanisms have been 
studied for all possible types of function generation problems. This 
is because they consist of the four-link mechanism with two binary 
3 
4 
links connected in series to them. The Stephenson Type I mechanism has 
the two binary links connected to the coupler point of the four-link 
mechanism, reducing the function generation problem to that of combin-
ing the coupler point motion of the four-link mechanism to the place-
ment and length of the two binary links. For the case of the Watt Type 
I mechanism the desired function generation is obtained by connecting 
the output of the first four-link mechanism to the input of the second 
four~link mechanism. The Stephenson Type II mechanism has the same 
function generation flexibility as the Stephenson Type I and the Watt 
Type I mechanisms, but it has the advantage of having only two grounded 
rev~lute pairs, thus being applicable to a variety of situations in 
which three grounded revolute pairs would be impractical or unabl~ to 
meet design criteria. However, a generalized method of synthesis for 
the Stephenson Type II mechanism has not been developed. 
This thesis involves developing a closed form solution for the 
synthesis of the Stephenson Type II six-link mechanism function genera-
'tor for fiv;e positions. The matrix approach to . synthesis set forth 
by Suh and Radcliffe (7) and later developed by Kohli and Soni (8) will 
be used along with the principle of inversion. In order to specify the 
velocity, acceleration, jerk and kerk (time derivative of jerk) ratios 
of output _link to input link, the principle of infinitesimally sepa~ 
rated positions introduced by Mueller (9) and developed by Bottema (10) 
and Tesar (11, 12, 13) was used. 
This thesis will set forth a method of synthesizing the Stephenson 
Type II six-link mechanism for five precision positions of function 
generation. Five precision positions were chosen because five is the 
maximum number of precision positions for which the synthesis equations 
5 
can be made linear. From six to a maximum of eleven precision posi-
tions the synthesis equations are non-linear and have to be solved by 
numerical techniques. This method can have the problem of convergence, 
and the resulting mechanism is. the closest solution--not necessarily 
the exact solution. For three precision positions the design equations 
are linear and can be solved directly, while for four and five posi-
tions the principle of linear superposition, discussed by Mohan Rao and 
Sandor (14) must be utilized in order to make the equations linear. 
Five precision positions obviously give the designer more flexibility 
and fl-re necessary when considering the additional design specifications 
of velocity, acceleration, jerk and kerk ratios. 
Tesar (13) uses a set of nomenclature for describing the possible 
combinations of finitely separated and infinitesimally separated dis-

















Dashes indicate finitely separated points and no dash indicates infin-
itesimally separated points. This thesis presents an analytical method 
of synthesizing for all these motions. These combinations can be used 
to obtain a wide variety of function generation motions. 
The synthesis procedure used in this thesis involves, first, using 
the principle of inversion to transform the synthesis problem into a 
rigid body guidance four-link mechanism synthesis problem. The matrix 
approach is used to design a closed form solution for the rigid body 
guidance problem. The result is the designed six-link mechanism. The 
same procedure is then used to synthesize the Stephenson Type II six-
link mechanism for infinitesimally separated positions. 
One motivation behind this thesis has been to give industry a 
simple method for using the six-link mechanism in specific design 
situations. To do this, computer programs were written to give solu-
tions for any one of the above motion programs. 
6 
CHAPTER II 
MATRIX METHOD OF SYNTHESIS FOR FINITELY 
SEPARATED POSITIONS 
Mechanisms in one form or another have been used for many hundreds 
of years to obtain mechanical motion. As engineering and mathematics 
advanced, it became desirable to develop mathematical methods to syn-
thesize mechanisms to perform desired motions. The computer opened up 
a whole new field of possible synthesis methods. 
One of these methods was set forth by Suh (7), whose paper pre-
sents a method for using a generalized displacement matrix to describe 
rigid body motion. A rigid body is specified when a point on the rigid 
body is known in a specified coordinate system, and when the angle of 
rotation of the rigid body with respect to the point is known. As the 
rigid body executes planar motion these two values are specified as in 
Figure 3. The points in the rigid body are designated as c1 , c2, and 
c3 , and the rotation of the rigid body between po~itions c1 and c2 is 
Point B is any point on the rigid 
n 
body. The positions of B2 and B3 are described by multiplying the 
generalized displacement matrix times the first position matrix of B1 . 
(2-1) 














+ ycl sina.lnl 
- Y 1cosa. c 1n 
(2-2) 
• . 
Figure 3. Description of Rigid Body Motion 
According to the Burmester Theory for three and four finite posi-
tions of the rigid body there are an infinite number of circle points 
(designated as B ) on the rigid body which follow a circular path. For 
n 
five finite positions of the rigid body there are a maximum of four 
9 
possible points on the rigid body that lie in a circle. A link with 
one pivot connected to the point B on the rigid body and another pivot 
n 
connected to the fixed pivot A can be described by the equation of a 
circle, where (XA' YA) are coordinates of fixed pivot A. 
(2-3) 
The design equation is obtained by the substitution of Equation (2-1) 
into Equation (2-3). 
For three finitely separated positions there are two design equa-
tions that are linear if any two of the four variables XA' YA' XBl and 
YBl are assumed. For four finitely separated positions there are three 
design equations; therefore, one of the four variables must be assumed. 
For five finitely separated positions there are four design equations 
and all four variables are to be determined. In the last two cases the 
equations are non-linear but can be made linear by applying the prin-
ciple of linear supe:rposition. 
\ 
CHAPTER III 
MATRIX METHOD OF SYNTHESIS FOR INFINITESIMALLY 
SEPARATED POSITIONS 
In the previous chapter the matrix method of synthesizing a four-
link mechanism for finitely separated positions of point C on the rigid 
body was discussed. The matrix method can also be used to synthesize 
the four-link mechanism for infinitesimally separated positions of 
point C on the rigid body. In order to utilize this method, a new 
matrix has been developed by Soni (15) which, when multiplied by a 
finite position of C, results in the infinitesimally separated position 
of C. To do this, point C on the rigid body and point B, a circle 
point, are described by vectors as in Figure 4. 
B 
Figure 4. Vector Description of 
Rig~d Body 
10 
Since R = D + r, the velocity of point B is given by 
where 
Substituting Equations (3-2) into Equation (3-1) results in 
By changing the independent parameter from t to a. Equation (3-3) 
becomes 
dXB 7 dYB _ 
--i +--j = 
da. da. 
By separating the i and j components Equation (3-4) becomes 
d y B = d y C + (X - X ) • 
da. aa- B C 
For the n th . . . i f h' b position, in matr x orm t is ecomes 
-1 dXCn + y -- Cn 
da.ln 
0 dYCn xcn 
da.ln 










In order to develop the first infinitesimally separated position 
synthesis equation, Equations (2-1) and (3-•6) must be substituted into 
the derivative of Equation (2-3). 
12 
(3-7) 
In order to find higher orders of infinitesimally separated posi-
tions, Equations (3-5) should be differentiated successively. The 
second order infinitesimally separated position is 
d2XB d2Xc dYC dYB 
d(;'L = d(;'L + da - da 
d2yB = d2yC + dXB - dXC 
d(;'L d(;'L da da 
(3-8) 
Substituting Equations (3-5) into Equations (3-8) results in 
(3-9) 
The matrix equation is 
XBn -1 0 
d2x 




YBn 0 -1 
Cn 
+ Yen YBn (3-10) da 2 
ln 
1 0 0 1 1 
Following the same procedure, the third order infinitesimally 
separated position matrix equation is 
XBn 0 1 
d 3X - y Cn 
da 3 Cn ln 
d 3Y 
YBn -1 0 
Cn + xcn da 3 ln 
YBn (3-11) 
1 0 0 1 1 
13 
and the fourth order infinitesimally separated position matrix is 
1 0 
d4x 
x XBn XBn Cn 
da.4 - Cn 
ln 
a4y (3-12) 
YBn 0 1 Cn - y YBn 
da.4 Cn 
ln 
1 0 0 1 1 
The third and fourth infinitesimally separated position design 
equations are obtained by substituting the appropriate matrix equation 
into the derivatives of Equation (3-7). 
CHAPTER IV 
SYNTHESIS PROCEDURE FOR FIVE FINITELY 
SEPARATED POSITIONS 
For clarity's sake, a set of nomenclature will be established. 
The Stephenson Type II six-link mechanism is of the form shown in 
Figure S, and will have revolute pairs at A, B, C, D, and E and 
grounded revolute pairs at M and Q. The input link will be the ternary 
link MAD while the output will be the link QC. Changes in rotation of 
link 1 from its first position will be designated as e1n while changes 
in rotation with respect to the first position of the output will be 
~ln' Also, the rotation displacements of the ternary link about point 
C with respect to the first position will be aln' 
To produce a specified function generation the synthesis proce-
dure was changed to a rigid body guidance problem by means of inverting 
the mechanism. Inversion was taken about ternary link 1. Holding 
link 1 fixed, the once grounded link MQ was rotated a minus e. direc-
1n 
tion for each position of desired input rotation. At the same time, 
link QC was rotated at an angle (~1n-eln) for each position (Figure 6). 
The displacement equation which gives the positions of Xe, Ye in terms 
of -e1n and (~1n-eln) is 
14 




Figure 5. Stephenson Type II Six-
Link Mechanism 
In order to define the positions of Xe, Ye in the inverted positions, 
the length of QC must be assumed in relation to the unit length of MQ, 
and the initial angle ~1must be given. These two parameters are totally 
arbitrary and can be varied to obtain the optimum mechanism for a 
desired function, or can be specified to meet additional design 
criteria. 
With the values of Xe, Ye in the inverted positions known, the 
synthesis procedure now becomes a four-link rigid body guidance prob-
lem. By using the matrix approach described in Chapter II, a matrix 
was obtained which describes the positions of points B and E of the 
D E 
Figure 6. Inversion About Link 1 
The values of a.1n that the ternary link is to rotate are also 
assumed values and can be used to the designer's advantage when syn-
thesizing the six-link function generator. That is, if the designer 
16 
has a problem in which the ternary link rotations have to be specified, 
this can be done; or if it is totally arbitrary, its variations will 
produce different six-link mechanisms. As explained in Chapter I, the 
17 
four-link rigid body guidance synthesis equation (4-2) is non-linear 
when five positions are desired. 
where 
XAl [eln] + YAl [e2n] + XBl [e3n] + YBl [e4n] = [l-cos~ln] 
eln = Xen - Xel cosaln + Yel sinaln 
e2n = Yen - yel cosaln - Xel sinaln 
e3n = Xel - Xen cosaln - Yen sinaln 
e4n = yel - Yen cosaln + Xen sinaln' 
(4-2) 
To solve this equation in closed form for five positions, the principle 
of linear superposition must be used. Letting 
Al = XAl XBl + YAl YBl and 
(4-3) 
A2 ~Al YBl - XBl yAl, 
Equation (4-2) can be divided into three linear equations (4-4) which 
can be solved for five positions simultaneously. 
where 
rl[eln] + r2[e2n] + r3[e3n] + r4[e4n] = ~[ein + e~n] 
Pl[eln] + P2[e2n] + P3[e3n] + P4[e4n] = 1 - cosaln 
ql[eln] + q2[e2n] + q3[e3n] + q4[e4n] = sinaln 
n = 2, 3, 4, 5 
XAl = rl + Al pl + A2 ql 
YAl = r2 + Al p2 + A2 q2 
XBl = r3 +Al p3 + A2 q3 




Substituting Equations (4-S) into the compatibility conditions given by 
Equations (4-3) will result in 
where 
Fl A22 + (F2 Al+ F3) A2 + F4 Al2 + FS Al+ F6 = 0 
Gl A22 + (G2 Al+ G3) A2 + G4 Al2 +GS Al+ G6 0 
Fl = ql q3 + q2 q4 
F2 = pl q3 + ql P3 + P2 q4 + q2 P4 
F = 3 rl q3 + ql r3 + q2 r4 + q4 r2 
F4 = pl P3 + P2 P4 
Gl = ql q4 - q2 q3 
G2 = P1 q4 + ql P4 - P2 q3 - q2 P3 
G3 = rl q4 + ql r4 - r2 q3 - q r - 1 2 3 
G4 = P1 P4 - P2 P3 
GS P1 r4 + rl P4 - P2 r3 - P3 r2 
(4-6) 
(4-7) 
Using the Sylvester technique results in a fourth order polynomial, 
Equation (4-8), the roots of which are the values of A1 • 
(4-8) 
where 
G3G4F1F2 - G2G4F1F4 + G1G5Ff + 2 G1G4F2F3 + 2 
Gf F4F5 - G1G2F2F5 - G1G3F2F4 - G1G2F3F4 - 2 G1G5F1F4 
13 = 2 G4G6Fl2 + G52Fl2 + G22FlF6 + 2 G2G3FlF5 + Gf FlF4 -
G2G6FlF2 - G3G5FlF2 - G2G5FlF3 - G3G4FlF3 + GlG6El + 
19 
(4-9) 
The Al roots are substituted into Equations (4-6), to yield roots for 
A2• With these two roots known, using Equations (4-5), the values of 
XAl' YAl' XBl and YBl can be found. 
Since there are a maximum of four possible pairs of Al and A2, 
there are a maximum of four possible solutions for the center point and 
11 = G42 Fl2 + G22 FlF4 + GlG4Fz2 + Gl2 F42 - G2G4FlF2 -
G1G2F2F4 - 2 G1G4F1F4 
12 = 2 G4 G5F12 + G22.~PlF 5 + 2 G2G3Fl F 4 - G2G5Fl F 2 -
G3G4F1F2 - G2G4F1F4 + G1G5Ff + 2 G1G4F2F3 + 2 
Gf F4F5 - G1G2F2F5 - G1G3F2F4 - G1G2F3F4 - 2 G1G5F1F4 
- .2. G1G4F1F5 
13 = 2 G4G6F12 + G52 F12 + Gf F1F6 + 2 G2Gl1F5 + G32 FlF4 -
G2G6FlF2 - G3G5F1F2 - G2G5FlF3 - G3G4FlF3 + GlG6Fi + 
2 G1G5F2F3 + Gl G4F32 + 2 G12 F 4F 6 + Gl2 F 52 - G1G2F2F 6-
G1G3F2F5 - G1G2F3F5 - G1G3F3F4 - 2 G1G6F1F4 - 2 G1G5F1F5 
- 2 G1G4F1F6 
19 
(4-9) 
14 = 2 G5G6Ff + 2 G2G3F1F6 + Gf F1F5 - G3G6F1F2 - G2G6F1F3 -
G3G5FlF3 + 2 GlG6F2F3 + G1G5Ff + 2 Gf F5F6 - G1G3F2F6 -
The Al roots are substituted into Equations (4-6), to yield roots for 
A2• With these two roots known, using Equations (4-5), the values of 
XAl' YAl, XBl and YBl can be found. 
Since there are a maximum of four possible pairs of Al and A2, 
there are a maximum of four possible solutions for the center point and 
20 
the circle point. The number of solutions depends on whether Al and A2 
have imaginary roots. Only real roots for Al and A2 result in possible 
solutions. A choice of any two of these center point and circle point 
combinations will result in a maximum of six solutions for a designed 
four-link mechanism. 
TABLE I 
FIVE FINITE POSITIONS 
INPUT ROTATION ANGLES ARE -15.000 -25.000 -40.000 
OUTPUT ROTATION ANGLES ARE -20.000 -30.000 -50.000 
TERNARY LINK ROTATIONS ARE 10.000 20.000 30.000 










POSSIBLE SOLUTION FOR POINTS Al AND Bl OR Dl AND El 
CENTER POINT CIRCLE POINT 













ROOT IS IMAGINARY 
ROOT IS IMAGINARY 
21 
~Once tbii:; is done, the six-link mechanism is designed in its .first 
12.£§i!'..!s>.It•. The center points of the four-link mechanism are now points 
A and D of the input ternary link, and the corresponding circle points 
are the points B and E of the moving ternary link. Now by grounding 
link MQ the desired input-output relationship is obtained. ~ computer 
program that follows this procedure is listed in Appendix A, and an 
example problem is presented in Table I. Th.~-~t'~~ul tirig s;:i,?C::l.ink :rn.~<::hl:l.:- _ 
_ 11ism will go through the five desired input and output rotations, while 
- "~•o••-••"-·•---., ... ._.,., ''•- -·-~~--"" 
the ternary link goes through a total rotation of (aln + e1n). The 
ternary link rotation is now relative to grounded link MQ. 
CHAPTER V 
SYNTHESIS PROCEDURE FOR FIRST INFINITESIMALLY 
SEPARATED POSITIONS 
A continuation of the procedure set forth in Chapter IV is the 
development of a method that will specify the velocity ratio of the 
input to output at a certain finite position of the input and output 
links. In Chapter IV it was shown that the synthesis for five posi-
tions involved, first, inversion and then four-link rigid body guidance 
synthesis. The same procedure will be followed for synthesizing the 
Stephenson Type II six-link mechanism for velocity ratios. The dis-
placement of the output link is a function of the input link, and both 
are a function of time; that is, ~(t) = f (8(t)). 
In order to obtain a specified velocity ratio, this relationship 
. d~ d~ de 
must be differentiated with respect to time, result~ng in dt = de dt • 
It can be seen that the infinitesimal displacement ~:, can be specified 
d~ 
by the ratio of dt 
de 
to dt' both of which are design parameters. For 
the function ~ = f (8), as shown in Figure 7, ·the infinitesimal dis-
pl~cement is the direction and magnitude of the slope at a point. In 
other words, the desired velocity ratios are now converted into an 
infinitesimal displacement problem. 











That is, the two combinations are specifying four finite positions and 
an infinitesimal displacement at one of the four fit}ite positions, or 
specifying three finite positions and an infinitesimal displacement at 




Figure 7. Infinitesimal 
Displacement 
The principle of inversion is still valid for this case. The four 
finite positions can be defined by the procedure set forth in Chapter 
IV. To find the infinitesimal displacement of point C, the displace-




d6ln = (XCl-XQl) [sin (<i>ln-6ln) - sin (<i>ln-6ln) de1n] 
d<i> 




de1n = (XCl-XQl) [-cos (<i>ln-6ln) +cos (<i>ln-6ln) de 1n] 
dci> 
+ (YCl-YQl) [sin (<i>ln-eln) - sin (<i>ln-eln) deln] 
ln 
This results in a value for dXCn, dYCn which is the infinitesimal dis-
d6ln d6ln 
placement of point C with respect to' .. e1n at a certain point. As 
explained in Chapter III, infinitesimal displacements for rigid body 
guidance can be obtained by means of the matrix method. The infinites-
imal displacement of point C in designing the four-link rigid body 
guidance mechanism is defined by rotations a1n. In other words; the 
dX infinitesimal displacement of point C given by ___f!!., 
for the four-link synthesis. Since 
daln 
dYCn is necessary 
daln 
dXCn d6ln dXCn dYCn d6ln dYCn 
daln = daln d6ln and daln = daln deln (5-2) 
de 
the infinitesimal movement of d ln must be given. This is arbitrary 
aln 
and can be used to the designer's advantage. 
In order to obtain the synthesis equations for synthesizing the 
four-link mechanism, the principle set forth in Chapter III may be 
utilized. The matrix ~quations (2-1) arld(J-6) are substitut~d into 
Equation (3-7) to obtain the design Equation (5-3). 
25 
dX 
x (~+ XCl sina1n + YCl co~aln) + Al daln 
dYCn 
YAl (daln + YCl sina1n - XCl cosa1n) + 
dYC dXCn . 




YClxCn +x Cl Yen) + cosa1n --+Y ---daln Cl daln 
· dX dYCn 
sina1n (Y - _f!l - XCl daln + :XCl XCn + YClyCn) + Cl daln 
dXC dYC x_, __ n + y __ n 
Cn.daln Cn daln 
Please note that at this point a quicker and easier procedure for 
obtaining this equation may be followed. This procedure will be of 
p~rticular use when developing higher order infinitesimal displacement 
synthesis equations. For infinitesimal movement, the changes in the 
positions of B and E are very small. For displacement analysis the 
I 
equation of a circle is used in defining the movement of circle point 
' 
B.around center point A. Equation (2-1) is substituted into the equa-
tion of a circle, which results in the following equation. 
(5-4) 
In order to obtain the infinitesimal movement, this equation must be 
differentiated. By means of the Taylor series, neglecting higher order 
26 
terms, the derivative of this function can be given by Equation (5-5). 
a f (X Y X Y a ) 
Bl ' Bl' Al ' Al' , ln t>. (5-5) 
The first part has been satisfied by the equation (5-4) and the second 
part has yet to be satisfied. Therefore, in order to obtain the infin-
itesimal displacement equation for synthesis, the finite position syn-
thesis Equation (4-2) must be differentiated with respect to aln' 
Therefore, the first infinitesimal displacement synthesis equation may 
be obtained by differentiating the coefficients of the finite displace-
ment synthesis Equation (4-2). 
Since Equation (5-3) is of the same form as Equation (4-2), the 
linear superposition principle allows for Equation (4-2) to be substi-
tuted where desired. The four positions result in three displacement 
,equations which become linear after applying the principle of linear 
superposition. One more equation is needed to solve for the four 
unknowns. The infinitesimal-displacement equation is also linear and 
has the same unknowns, therefore it is the desired fourth equation. 
The method used in solving for the four unknowns will be identical to 
that used for solving the five finite displacement problem in Chapter 
IV. 
A computer program has been written which results in the synthe-
sized six-link Stephenson Type- II mechanism for four finite positions 
and a specified velocity ratio at one of the finite positions. It is 
listed in Appendix B and an example is presented in Table II. A com-
puter program has also been written for the case of three finite 
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positions and a velocity ratio specified at any two of the finite posi-
tions. It is listed in Appendix C, and an example is presented in 
Table III. 
TABLE II 
FOUR FINITE POSITIONS AND ONE VELOCITY RATIO 
(VELOCITY RATIO IS SPECIFIED AT POINT 4) 
INPUT VELOCITY = 1.0 OUTPUT VELOCITY = 
INPUT ROTATION ANGLES ARE -15.000 -30.000 
OUTPUT ROTATION ANGLES ARE -20.000 -45.000 
TERNARY LINK ROTATIONS ARE 10.000 20.000 
OUTPUT LINK IS 1.0 LONG AND AT AN ANGLE OF 100.0 DEGREES. 

















POSSIBLE SOLUTION FOR POINTS Al AND Bl OR Dl AND El 
CENTER PO INT CIRCLE POINT 
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THREE FINITE POSITIONS AND TWO VELOCITY RATIOS 
(VELOCITIES SPECIFIED AT POINTS 1 AND 3) 
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INPUT VELOCITY = 1.0 
INPUT VELOCITY = 1.0 
OUTPUT VELOCITY = 0.0 
OUTPUT VELOCITY = 0.0 
INPUT ROTATION ANGLES ARE 
OUTPUT ROTATION ANGLES ARE 







OUTPUT LINK IS 1.0 LONG AND AT AN ANGLE OF -30.0 DEGREES. 
FIRST INFINITESIMAL DISPLACEMENTS DPHDTH(J) = 0.0 
DTHDAL(J) = 1.0 
FIRST INFINITESIMAL DISPLACEMENTS DPHDTH(K) = 0.0 













POSSIBLE SOLUTION FOR POINTS Al AND Bl OR Dl AND El 
CENTER POINT CIRCLE POINT 
x y x y 
1.38239300 -0.72231820 1.58071100 -0.74633180 
1.34985100 -1. 81822200 1.25711400 -1.85000600 
1. 94092400 -2.69249400 1. 79815800 -2.82720700 
4.05168700 -1.16569700 4 .92417600 -l.613359pp 
CHAPTER VI 
SYNTHESIS PROCEDURE FOR SECOND INFINITESIMALLY 
SEPARATED POSITIONS 
In addition to the velocity ratio at a finite point, another 
design parameter might be to specify an acceleration ratio for the 
input and output at the same finite point, The input acceleration is 
the second derivative of e with respect to time, while the output 
acceleration is the second derivative of ~ with respect to time. This 




To find the second infinitesimal displacement d87 , all other terms 






For a specific problem, this involves specifying 
the acceleration of the .output link, 
the acceleration of the input link, 
the velocity of the input link, and 
d~ 
de 
= the first infinitesimal displacement. 
d~ The term de has already been determined from specifying the velocity 
ratio at the same finite point. 
For five positions the second infinitesimal displacement involves 







That is, the two combinations are specifying three finite points and 
the first and second infinitesimal displacements at on:e of the finite 
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points, or specifying two finite points and first and second infinites-
imal displacements at one of the finite points and a first infinitesimal 
. displacement at another finite point. 
In order to synthesize the Stephenson Type II six-link mechanism 
for the above two cases, the same procedure employed in the previous 
chapters will be used. Inversion will be taken about the input link. 
The links MQ and QC are rotated according to the principle of inversion 
to find the finite points Xe , Y~ • n ,,...n The first and the second deriva-
tive~ of the displacement equations are obtained by differentiating 
dX dY d2X d2y 
find ·· Cn, Cn, Cn, and Cn. 
~ ~ de 2 de 2 
Equations (4-1) with respect to e to 
The first derivative Equations (5-1) are given in Chapter V and the 
second derivative equation is 
+ (YCl-YQl) (sin (~ln-eln) - 2 
d~ 
+ sin (~l -el ) (deln)2 
·. n n ln 





d cf> + (YC1-YQ1 ) (-cos (cf> -81, ) + 2 cos (!P1 -81 ) ln ln n n n as---
ln 
With the first and second infinitesimal displ~cements of XCn' Yen 
known, the synthesis procedure now involves a four-link rigid body 
guidance synthesis problem with first and second infinitesimal dis-
placements. Notice that the four-link synthesis procedure involves the 
first and second infinitesimal displacement of XCn' Yen 
the rotation of the ternary link. That is, dXCn, dYCn, 
daln daln 
with respect to 
d 2x d 2Y , 
Cn and Ch 
-d-a""2 - da2 
ln ln 
are to be specified in synthesizing the four-link mechanism. Equations 
(5-2) must be differentiated with respect to aln' resulting in 
d2x d281 dxc d81 2 d2x Cn n n + (--n) Cn = da2 dafn d8ln daln d8 2 ln ln 
(6-3) 
d2Y d281 dYc d81 2 d2y Cn n __ n_ + (--n) Cn 
da 2 = da 2 <l8 2 · ln ln d8ln daln ln 
The ratio 
d2!f> 
has to be specified along with d!f>l which was needed ln __ n_, 
d8 2 ln d8ln 
for the first infinitesimal displacement synthesis. Again, these are 
arbitrary values, or can be used to the designer's advantage. 
As a result of the justification established in Chapter V, the 
coefficients of the design Equation (4-2) can be differentiated twice 
with respect to a 1n to obtain the second infinitesimal displacement 
four-link mechanism synthesis Equation (6-4). 
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d2x dYCn d2Y dXCn 
X [ - ( Cn + 2 __ _ X ) ( Cn 2 
Bl dafn da1n Cn cosaln - dafn - daln' 
(6-4) 
cosa.1n (XAlXBl + YAlyBl) - sina1n (XAlyBl - XBlyAl) + 
dXCn dYCn d2y d2x 




2 XCl daln - da 2 da 2 Cl daln ln ln 
dXC dYCn d2y d2x 






da2 da 2 daln Cl daln ln ln 
d2x d2y 
- YClXCn + XClyCn) + XCn 
Cn 
+ Yen 
Cn + da 2 da 2 ln ln 
dXCn dXCn + dYCn dYCn 
daln daln daln daln 
Since this equation is still of the same form as the finite displace-
ment and first infinitesimal displacement equations, it can be used as 
a fourth equation that is needed due to the reduc~ion of one finite 
position equation. 
. Two computer programs have been written which cover the two 
classes of problems discussed in this chapter. A computer program 
which synthesizes the Stephenson Type II mechanism for three finite 
positions and first and second infinitesimally separated positions of 
input to output specified at one of the finite positions is listed in 
Appendix D, and an example problem is presented in Table IV. 
TABLE IV 
THREE FINITE POSITIONS AND ONE ACCELERATION 
RATIO (ACCELERATION RATIO IS AT POINT 3) 
INPUT VELOCITY = 1.0 
INPUT ACCELERATION = 2.0 
INPUT ROTATION ANGLES ARE 
OUTPUT ROTATION ANGLES ARE 
TERNARY LINK ROTATIONS ARE 
OUTPUT VELOCITY = 0.0 




OUTPUT LINK IS 1.0 LONG AND AT AN ANGLE OF 100.0 DEGREES. 
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A computer program which synthesizes the Stephenson Type II 
mechanism for two finite positions and first and second infinitesimally 
separated positions of input to output at one of the finite points, as 
well as a first infinitesimally separated position specified at the 
other finite point is listed in Appendix E, and an example problem is 





TWO FINITE POSITIONS, ONE VELOCITY RATIO, AND ONE 
ACCELERATION RATIO (VELOCITY RATIO IS AT POINT 
1 AND ACCELERATION RATIO IS AT POINT 2) 
INPUT VELOCITY = 1.0 
INPUT VELOCITY = 1.0 
INPUT ACCELERATION = 0.0 
OUTPUT VELOCITY = 3.0 
OUTPUT VELOCITY = 2.0 
OUTPUT ACCELERATION = 0.0 
INPUT ROTATION ANGLE IS 
OUTPUT ROTATION ANGLE IS 




OUTPUT LINK IS 1.0 LONG AND AT AN ANGLE OF 60.0 DEGREES. 
FIRST INFINITESIMAL DISPLACEMENTS DPHDTH(K) 3.0 
DTHDAL(K) 1.0 
SECOND INFINITESIMAL DISPLACEMENTS DDPHTH(J) = o.o 
DDTHAL(J) = 1.0 
FIRST INFINITESIMAL DISPLACEMENTS DPHDTH(J) = 2.0 
DTHDAL(J) = 1.0 
SOLUTION 
x y 
M 0.00000000 0.00000000 
Q 1.00000000 0.00000000 
Cl 1.50000000 0.86602520 
POSSIBLE SOLUTION FOR POINTS Al AND Bl OR Dl AND El 








2.98628100 -1.30977000 -1.56066700 
ROOT IS IMAGINARY 
ROOT IS IMAGINARY 
CHAPTER VII 
SYNTHESIS PROCEDURE FOR THIRD AND FOURTH 
INFINITESIMALLY SEPARATED POSITIONS 
An additional design criterion might be the specification of the 
jerk and kerk ratios of input to output. For example, at a finite 
point it may be desirable not only to specify a zero acceleration ratio, 
but also to have fa zero jerk and kerk ratio. The jerk and kerk ratios 
enable the designer to have greater control over his input-output link-
age :motion. 
The same synthesis procedure set forth in the previous chapters 




Third Infinitesimally Separated Position 
In order to solve the third infinitesimal displacement problem, 
one must realize that at a finite position, the first, second and third 
infinitesimal displacement parameters must be given. That is, ~: is 
first found from the specified velocity ratios and, in turn, is used in 
dz<P 
Equation (6-1) to find d'87 • Now the derivative of Equation (6-1) can 
d3<P 




These values are then used in Equations (5-1), (6-2) and (7-2) to find 
ax dYc a 2x d2Y a 3x a3y 
the values for ~' n, Cn, Cn, Cn, and Cn. 
deln deln def n aefn ae£n defn 
a3x 
Cn 






- sin (qi e ) ln] + ln- ln ae3 







dx dY d2x d2Y d3x 
~' Cn, Cn, Cn, Cn These values are, in turn, changed to da aa-- da2 da2 da3 
ln · ln ln ln ln 
d3y 
Cn 
and da3 by means of Equations (5-2), (6-3) and (7-3). 
ln 
d3x d 3e dXCn de1 d2e d2x de 3 d3x Cn ln 3 __ n_ ln Cn +(___.!!!.) Cn 
da3 da3 ·~+ daln 
. da 2 . de 2 daln de 3 ln ln ln ln ln ln 




defn +<aa--) de3 ln ln ln ln ln 
At a finite point, the first, second and third infinitesimal 
(7-3) 
dis-
placement synthesis Equati~ns (5-3)' (6-4) and (7-4), respectively, can 




- XCl sina1n - YCl cosa1n ) + da3 ln 
d3Y 
YA! (da 3 
n + XCl cos a - YCl sina1n ) + 
ln ln 
d 3x d2y dX 
[ Cn + 3 Cn - 3~..l{ ) XBl -<da 3. da 2 cosa1n 
ln- ln daln Cn 
.d3Y d2XCn ,dYC .. Cn 3 nlX ) sinl).1n] + - (dAf - 3 d~ln dAln Cn . n 
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d3y d2x dY 
YBl [-
Cn 3 Cn -3~+x) (da. 3 cosa1n 
ln - d2~n daln en 
d3X d2Y dXCn en + 3 Cn Yen) sinaln] + (da.3 da.2 - 3 ---
ln ln daln 
(7-4) 
d3Y d 3x d2x 




+ 3 XCl 
en 
da.3 da.3 da.2 
ln ln ln 
d2y dX dYen 
+3Yq_ 
en -3Y __ en+ 
3XC1 da.2 Cl da.ln daln ln 
d 3x 4 3y dXen d2X en Cn en 
+ Xen da.3 +Ye d 3 + 3 -d-- • da.2 + 3 
ln n aln aln ln 
dYen d2yen 
daln . daf n 
+ 
Since the equations are all of the same form, the principle of linear 
superposition still applies. 
A computer program which synthesizes the Stephenson Type II mecha-
nism for two finite positions and first, second and third infinitesi-
mally separated po:sitions of input to output at one of the finite 
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positions is listed in Appendix F, and an example problem is presented 
in Table VI. 
t 
TABLE VI 
TWO FINITE POSITIONS AND ONE JERK RATIO 
(JERK RATIO IS :SPECIFIED AT POINT 2) 
INPUT VELOCITY = 1.0 
INPUT ACCELERATION = 0.0 
INPUT JERK = 0 • 0 
OUTPUT VELOCITY = -2.5 
OUTPUT ACCELERATION = -1.0 
OUTPUT JERK = 0.0 
INPUT ROTATION ANGLE IS 
OUTPUT ROTATION ANGLE IS 




OUTPUT LINK IS 1.2 LONG AND AT AN ANGLE OF -30.0 DEGREES. 
FIRST INFINITESIMAL DISPLACEMENTS DPHDTH(J) = -2.5 
DTHDAL(J) 1.0 
SECOND INFINITESIMAL DISPLACEMENTS DDPHTH(J) = -1.0 
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ONE FINITE POSITION AND ONE KERK RATIO 
INPUT VELOCITY = 1.0 
INPUT ACCELERATION = 0.0 
INPUT JERK = 0.0 
INPUT KERK = 0.0 
OUTPUT VELOCITY 2.0 
OUTPUT ACCELERATION = 3.0 
OUTPUT JERK = 0.0 
OUTPUT KERK 0.0 
OUTPUT LINK IS 1.5 LONG AND AT AN ANGLE OF 30.0 DEGREES. 
FIRST INFINITESIMAL DISPLACEMENTS 
SECOND INFINITESIMAL DISPLACEMENTS 
THIRD INFINITESIMAL DISPLACEMENTS 





























POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS FOR POINTS Al AND Bl OR Dl AND El 
CENTER POINT CIRCLE POINT 
x y x y 
1.58438492 -0. 5 7121086 2.80116749 1.10895443 
4.47628021 0.35051918 7.80039597 0.81995583 
ROOT IS IMAGINARY 
ROOT IS IMAGINARY 
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Fourth Infinitesimally Separated Position 
The procedure stated above can now be expanded to include the 
fourth infinitesimally separated position synthesis problem. The pro-
cedure will be the same, except that Equations (7-1), (7-2), (7-3) and 
(7-4) must be differentiated. Since there is an additional design 
equation for this case, the first, second, third and fourth infinitesi-
mal displacements can be specified only at one finite point. 
A computer program which synthesizes the Stephenson Type II 
mechanism for one finite point and first, second, third and fourth 
infinitesimally separated positions of input to output is listed in 
Appendix G, and an example problem is presented in Table VII. 
CHAPTER VIII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis develops an approach for synthesizing the Stephenson 
Type II six-link function generator for five positions of input and 
output. These five positions consist of both finitely and infinitesi-
mally separable positions. There are fourteen possible combinations of 
finite and infinitesimally separated positions for which function 
generation motion can be obtained. 
The synthesis procedure consists of starting with desired finite 
displacements, velocity ratios, acceleration ratios, jerk ratios or 
th kerk ratios, whichever are desired, and changing them to an n order 
infinitesimally separated position synthesis problem. The principle of 
inversion is used to transform the Stephenson Type II mechanism synthe-
sis problem into a four-link rigid body guidance problem. The matrix 
method proved to be easily adaptable for synthesizing any one of the 
fourteen motion programs. In order to obtain the closed form solution 
for synthesis, the principle of linear superposition was utilized. 
Once the synthesis procedure for the Stephenson Type II six-link 
function generator was developed, seven computer programs were written 
to perform any of the fourteen function generation motions. Feeding 
the desired design parameters into the programs will result in from 0 
to 6 possible solutions for the six-link mechanism because from 0 to 4 
42 
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center point and circle point combinations are possible for the rigid 
body motion. 
With these seven basic programs, a wide variety of function gener-
ation problems can be solved. For example, the Stephenson Type II 
mechanism can be synthesized for five finite positions, where the out-
put link goes through more than 180 degrees. If cutting action is 
desired, ternary link rotations can be specified along with the output 
link rotations, resulting in the desired relative motion between two 
connecting rigid bodies. Since it was necessary in the synthesis pro-
th cedure for n order infinitesimally separated positions to specify 
de1n. d2e · ln 
da , da2 , etc., an additional parameter in which the ternary link 
h h 
infinitesimal rotations are related to the input infinitesimal rota-
tions is given the designer. When an object is to be picked up at zero 
velocity and left off at zero velocity, this can be done for three 
finite positions by using the program in Appendix C. Or specific forces 
at a'specified velocity and position can be obtained by achieving an 
appropriate acceleration of the output link. An example might be a 
stamping action. This can be accomplished, depending upon the other 
design parameters, by using programs in Appendices D, E, F or G. 
Another major area in which these programs could be used is finite 
dwell problems. Any of the programs in Appendices A, B, C, D, E or F 
can be used to obtain a finite dwell of the output while the input link 
rotates through finite positions. For five finite positions all five 
of the output rotations can be set equal to zero, while the input goes 
through the desired rotation angles. The program in Appendix C can be 
' 
used to specify one finite position and a dwell at another finite posi-
tion. The dwell would be developed by specifying two finite points 
44 
and a zero velocity ratio at those two points. The same procedure can 
also be used for programs in Appendices B, D, E and F by setting the 
appropriate velocity, acceleration and jerk ratios equal to zero. 
These programs will, of course, result in an approximate finite dwell, 
but error can be minimized by determining which program is the best for 
the specific problem. 
The synthesis procedure shown in this thesis can be used for syn-
thesis of different mechanisms, not only for finite positions, but also 
for infinitesimally separated positions. It can be applied to both 
function generation synthesis problems and rigid body guidance synthe-
sis problems. This versatile and concise method was ideal for synthe-
sis of the Stephenson Type II six-link function generator, which 
resulted in a practical vehicle for solving design problems. 
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c * * 
C * SYNTHESIS OF SIX-LINK STEPHENSON 2 * 
C " FUNCTION Gt:NERATOR * 
c * * C * FIVE FINITE POSITIONS * 
c * * 
c * * 
C * INPUT FINITE ROTATIONS THl(I) * 
c •· * 
C * OUTPUT FINITE ROTATIONS PHll 11 * 
c * * C * ASSUMED ROTATICNS OF TERNARY Alli II * 
c * * 
C * OUTPUT LINK LENGTH QC * 
c * * 
C * OUTPUT LINK INITIAL ANGLE THE * 
c * * c ***************************************************************************** 
c 
D!MENSICN XCOFl5J,COF(5J,ROOTR(41,ROOTl(41 
iHMENSION XQl51 tYQ15l tXAl51,YA(!;l.,XBl5l,YBl51,XC(5l,VCl5l 
DIMENSION TH1!51,PH1(51,AL1151 
DIMENSION Hll61tHl116), H21l6 l,RC41,PC41, Ql41 
READ ( 5,101 THl( 2l, TH1(3J, TH1C41 ,TH1C51 
READ (5,101 Phll21tPH113) tPHll 41,PHl( 51 
READ 15,101 All 121 ,AL1131,AL1141 ,ALlt51 
10 FORMAT (4Fl0.0I 
REAC (5,20) QC,T~E 
20 FORMAT !2Fl O. 01 
WRITE (6,61 
6 FORMAT (//,25X,22H FIVE FINITE POSITIONS,111 
WRITE ( 6tlll TH112l tTH1131 tTH1141 ,THlCSI 
11 FORMAT (9X,26H INPUT ROTATION ANGLES ARE,2X,4Fl0.3,/I 
WRITE (6,12) PH1(2J,PHll31tPH114ltPH1(51 
12 FORMAT (9X,27H OLTPUT ROTATION ANGLES ARE,lX,4Fl0.3,/I 
WRITE (6, 131 AL l(2J,ALll3),ALl( 41tALll51 
13 FORMAT (9Xt23H TERNARY LINK ROTATIONS,5X,4FlQ.3,//I 
WRITE 16,141 QC,THE 
14 FORMAT 112X,15H OUTPUT LINK IS,Fl0•3,24H LONG ANO AT AN ANGLE OF,F 
$10. 3 ,//) 
XQ( ll=l .O 







21 AL111 l=IAL11Il*3.14159265l/1BO.O 
XCtll=l.O+QC*COSCTHEI 
VC(ll=O.O+QC*SINITHEI 
DO 30 1=2r 5 



























































XQI I l=l .o *COS (-T Hf 11 I 
XC·I I I =XC I 11 *COS ( PHlll>-THll I U-YC (l i•SI N(·PHll U-THl I I 1l+XQII1-XO(l 
$l*COS!PHl!ll-THl!Ill+YQ(ll*SIN(PHl(Il-THl(lll 
3C YC! 11 =XC!l l*S IN ( Ptil II I-THU II l+YC U l*COS IPHlC 11-THl( Il l+YQI 11-XQ 11 
Sl*SINIPHllil-THlllll-YQlll*COSfPHl<Il-THlCill 
WRITE 16,3f) 
31 FORMAT ll2X,3H X(;,18X,3H YQ,18X,3H XC,18X,3H YC,/ I 
DO 33 I=l,S 
33 WRITE (6,321 XQllhYQIIl1XC(IJ.YC<II 
32 FORMAT ( 6X,Fl2. 8,9X ,Fl2.8 ,9X ,Fl2.8,9X, Fl2 .8, II 
DO 40 I=lr4 
40 Hl! l=XCII+l 1-XC lll*COSULH I+ll l+YC( ll*SINCALll I+U I 
00 50·1=1,4 
50 H(l +4l=YCI 1+11-vc 11l*COSlALll1-t-lU-XCC U*Sl N!ALl U+ 111 
DO 60 I "l ,4 . 
60 H!I+8l=-HIIl*COSIALlll+ltl-Hll+41*SINIALlll+lll 
00 70 Jslr4 
70 HII+lzla-HCI+41*COSIALlfl+lll+Hlll*SINIALlll+lll 
DO 72 I=l,16 . 
72 Hllll=H(ll 
00 74 I•lrl6 
74 HZ( I l=HI I I 
00 80 I=lr4 
80 RCil=0.5*1HIIl*H(Il+Hll+41*HlI+411 
00 90 I=l r4 
90 PIIl=l.O-COSIALlll+lll 
DO 100 Jzl 1 4 
100 QI JlsSJNlALl<I+U) 
CALL SIHQIHrRt4rKSI 
CALL SIHQIH ltPr 4rKSU 
CALL SIHQIH2rOt4oKS21 
WRITE Cb,99) KS 
WRITE 16,991 KSl 
WRITE 16t99 I KS2 
99 FORMAT llXrIU 
Fl=Qfll*Ql31+Ql2l*Ol41 







G3=RI ll*'ll'tl+Q( ll•Rl4J-Rl21*0131-Ql21*R(31-l.O 
G4=Plll*Pl41-Pl21*Pl31 
G5aP( 11*R141 +RI U*Pl41-Pl21*Rl3 l-Pl31*Rl21 
Gb=Rlll~141-Rl21*Rl31 
XCOF l 11 zFl* Fl*G6*C-6+G3*G3*Fl*Fb-G3*G6*F l*F3+Gl*G6*F 3*F3+G l*G l*F 6*F 
$6-Gl*G3*F3*F6-2.0*Gl*G6*Fl*F6 































































S*G3* Fl* F4-G2*G6 * fl*F2-G3 *G5 *Fl *F2-G2*G5*F l*F 3-G3*G4*F l•F3+G l*G6*F 2 
S*I' 2+2.0*G 1*G5*F 2*F3+Gl*G4*F 3*F 3+2. O*Gl*Gl•F4*F6+Gl*Gl*F5*F5 -Gl*G2* 
$F2*F6-Gl *G3*FZ•F5-Gl*G2*F3*F5-G l*G3*F3*F4-2.0*G l*G6*F l*F4-2. O~ l*G 
S 5*F l*F 5-2. O*Gl*G4*F l*F6 
XCOF(41=2.0*G4*G5*Fl•Fl+G2*G2*Fl*F5+2.0*<.2*G3*Fl*F4-G2*G5*Fl*F2-G3 
S*G4*Fl *F2-G2*G4*F1*F3+Gl *G5*F2*F2+2 .O*Gl*G4*F 2*F3+2. O*G l*G l*F 4*F 5-
$Gl*G2*F 2*F 5-G l*G3*F 2*F4-Gl*G2*F3*F4-2 .O*Gl*G5 *Fl *F4-2 .O*Gl*G4*Fl*F 
$5 
XCOF t 51 =G4* E4*Fl*Fl +GZ*G2*Fl *F4-G2*G4*F l*F2+Gl*t4*F 2*F2+Gl*Gl•F 4*F 
$4-Gl*G2*F2*F4-2.0*Gl*G4*Fl*F4 
CALL POLRTIXCOFrCOF,4,ROOTR,ROOTl,IERI 
. WRITE (6,109) 
109 FORMAT (/,27Xr9H Ll RCOTSr/1 
00 110 I=l,4 
110 WRITE 16,1121 RCCTR(IJ,ROOTilII 
112 FORMAT 117X,El3.5,1ox,El3.5,/I 
WRITE 16.1141 IER 
114 FORMAT llX,Ill 
WRITE (6,1061 
106 FORMAT llHl ,/II 
125 DO 215 I= l, 4 
OA=Fl 





-IF IABS~ROOTICI ));;.LT.O.OOOOOU ROOTllll=O.O 
IF IROOTillll 2cc,13c,200 
200 WRITE 16,2011 
201 FORMAT 15X,l8H ROOT IS IMAGINARY,/) 
GO TO 215 
130 SA=OB*OB-4.0*CA*OC 
IF I SAi 200,11to.11to 
140 ROOT Al= I-OB+ SQRT !SA 11/12.0*0A I 
ROOTA2= 1-0B-SQRTISA I 1/(2 .O*OAI 
SB=OE*OE-4.0*0D*OF 
IF ISBI 200,150,150 
150 ROOTBl=l-OE+SQRTtSBll/12·0*001 
ROOTB2= 1-0E-SQR Tl SB I J 112.0*00I 
WRITE (6,1551 RCCTAl,ROOTA2rROOTBlrROOTB2 
155 FOR:MAT llrl3Xr8H ROOTA1=rfl8.6t5Xr8H ROCTA2=rF18.6,/,13X,8H ROOTBl 
S=rF18.6r5XrBH R00TB2=,Fl8.6r/I 
IF IABSIROOTAl-RCCTl!ll.LT.0.051 GO TO 160 
IF IABSIROOTA1-RGOT821.LT.0.051 GO TO 160 
IF IABSIROOTA2-ROOT8lt.LT.0.05J GO TO 170 
IF IA8SIROOTA2-RCOTB21.LT.0.051 GO TO 170 
GO TO 215 
160 WRITE 16r 180 I ROOTAl 
180 FORMAT C2Xrl6H SECCNO ROOT IS rF20.5,/I 
. ROOT=RQOTAl 
GO TO 210 
170 WRITE (6,180) RCCTA2 





l63 210 WRITE (61212) 
164 212 FORMAT 114X,13H CENTER POINT,31Xrl3H CIRCLE POINTr/18X13H XA119X13 





170 WRITE (6,230r XAlll,YAIJ),X8Cll1YBIIl 
171 230 FORMAT (4F20.e,1,33x,20H XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX,J/) 







SYNTHESIS PROGRAM FOR FOUR FINITE POSITIONS 





























































c * * 
C * SYNTHESIS OF SIX-LINK STEPHENSON 2 * 
C * FUNCTION GENERATOR * 
c * * 
C * FOUi< FINITE POSITIONS AND ONE VELOCITY RATIO * 
c * * 
c * * 
C * INPUT FINITE ROTATIONS THllIJ * 
c * * 
C * OUTPl..T FINITE ROTATICNS PHllll * 
c * * 
C * ASSU~ED ROT AT IONS OF TERNARY AL 11 I I * 
c * * 
C * FIRST INFINITESIMAL DISPLACEMENT DPHDTHIJJ * 
c * * 
C * OUTPI.. T LINK LENGTH QC * 
c * * 
C * OUTPUT LINK INITIAL ANGLE THE * 
c * * 
c ***************************************************************************** 
c 
DIMENSION XCOFl51,COFl51,ROOTRl41,ROOTI 141 
DIMENSION XQl51,YQl51tXAl5J,YAl5J,XBl51tYBl51tXCl5l,YCl51 
DIMENSION THl 15J ,PH115) ,All151 
DIM EN SID~ HI 161,Hl!161,HZI 16) ,R(4J ,P(41 ,Q(41 
DIMENSION DXCl51,DYCl5l,PXCl51,PYCl51 
DIMENSI-ON DPHDTHl5J ,DTHDALl5 I 
READ (5,51 J 
5 FORMAT I Il I 
WRITEl6,6IJ 
6 FoRMAT (//,16X,~8H VELOCITY RATIO IS SPECIFIED AT POINT ,11,//I 
READ (5,101 TH112l.TH1131tTH1(4J 
READ 15,101 PH11ZJ,PH1131,PH114l 
READ 15,101 ALll2ltAL1131,ALl(4l 
10 FORMAT l3FlO.OI 
READ < 5, 201 QC, THE 
READ (5,201 DPHDTHIJl,OTHDAL<JI 
20 FORMAT 12Fl0.0I 
WRITE l6tlll TH1(21,TH1131,TH1141 
11 FORMAT 19X,26H INPUT ROTATION ANGLES ARE,2Xt3Fl0.3,/) 
WR! TE I 6tl2J PH 1 ( 21 t PHH 31, PH1141 
12 FORMAT (9X,27H OUTPUT ROTATION ANGLES ARE1lX13Fl0.3,/I 
WRITE 16113) AL112)1AL1131,ALll41 
13 FORMAT (9X,23H TERNARY LINK ROTATIONS,5X,3Fl0.3,//I 
WRITE 16.141 QC, THE 
14 FORMAT (9X,l5H CLTPUT LINK JS,Fl0.3,24H LONG ANC AT AN ANGLE OF,Fl 
$0.3,/1 
WRITE (6,151 OPl-CTHIJl,DTHD-ALIJI 
15 FO~MAT (9X,11H DPHDTH!Jl•1Fl0.31lOX1llH DTHDAL<Jl•tFl0.3,//1 
XQI ll=l.O 
YQlll=O .o 





























































PHl 11 I =O .O 
ALUll=O.O 
THE=(T~E*3.1415S2651/180.0 
DO 21 I =2 ,4 
THU I I=< TH HI I* 3.141592651/l80. 0 
PHl(ll=IPHl(Il*3·141592651/180.0 
21 All(ll=IAL11Il*3•141592651/180.0 
XCI ll=l.O+QC*CO SI THE l 
YC'1 l=O .O +QC*S IN (THE I 
DO 30 I =2 ,4 
XQ( I l=l.O*COSl-THll I 11 
YQ( 11=1.0*S !Nl-Tl·H Il I 
XC(ll=XClll*COSIPHl(Il-THllill-YClll*SlN(PHl(Il-THl(lll+XQ(ll-XQ(l 
$l*COStPHltll-THl(lll+YQ(ll*SINIPHl(Il-THl(Ill 
30 YC (I I =XC ( 11 *SIN ( PHl (I l-T Hl ( I l )+YC (1 l*CDS IPH 11 I )-THU I l l +YQI I l-XQ ( l 
$l*SlN(PHllil-THl(lll-YQ(ll*COSIPHl(Il-THl1Ill 
OXC ( J l= (XC ( l l-XQ t 11 l *<SIN (PH 11JI-TH11 JI I-SI NI PH l<Jl -THl (JI I *DPHDTH 
SIJll+(YCtll-YQ(lll*lCCSIPHl(Jl-THl(Jll-COS(PHllJl-THl(Jll*DPHDTH{J 
Sll+XQ( ll*SINl-THll JI l+YQI ll*COSl-THltJI I 
OYC{Jl=(XC(l 1-x·,, ll 1•1-cos IPHllJl-THllJ I l+COSIPHl( J 1-THl( JI l*DPHDT 
SH (JI I+ ( YC 111-YQ ( ll l * (SIN t PH l( Jl -T Hl (.J l I-SIN ( PHl (JI-THU JI l*DPl-OT H( 
$JI l-XQI 11 *COS( -TH HJ I l+YQ t ll* SIN I-TH 1( JI I 
WRITE (6,171 CXC(Jl,DYC(JI 
17 FORMAT (9Xt8H DXC(JJ=,3X,Fl0.3,lOX,8H DYCIJl=,3X,Fl0.3,///I 
PXC(Jl=DTHALIJ l*DXCIJI 
PYC(Jl=DTHCAL(Jl*DYC(JI 
WRITE < t:.31 I . 
31 FORMAT U1Xr3H XQd8X,3H YQ,18X,3H XC,18X,3H YC,/l 
Do 33 I=l,4 · 
33 WRITE (6,321 XQ(JJ,YQ(l),XC(lltYCUl 
32 FORMAT (6X,Fl2.8,9X,Fl2.8,9X,Fl2.8,9X,Fl2.8,/I 
DO 40 I al ,3 
40 H( I l=XC( I +11-XC ( ll*CDS!All( I+ ll l +YC ( 11* SIN< Alli l+l l I 
H14 l=PXC!Jl+XC( ll*S INIALllJ I l+YClll*CDSIAlllJll 
DO 50 I.,1,3 
50 H( !+4l=YC tl+ll-YCUl*CDSIAlll l+lll-XCI ll*SINIAlllI+ll I 
H ( 8 I =PY CI J l -X CU l *COS I All ( J I I +Y C ( 11 *S IN I AL 11 J ll 
DO 60 I=l,3 
60 HII+81=-HIIl*COSIAL 11I+ll1-HI l+41*SINIALlll+ll I 
H(l21 =-PXCI Jl*CCS(All IJI 1-PYCCJ l*S INIALllJ 1 l +XCIJ l*SIN I AL l( J l·l-YCI 
$J l*COS( AL 11 J l l 
DO 70 I =l ,3 
70 H(I+l21=-Hll+4l*COS<All(!+lll+Hlll*SIN<ALl(l+lll 
Hll6l=PXCIJl*S!NIAll(Jll-PYCIJl*COS(ALl(Jll+XC<Jl*COS(ALllJll+YCtJ 
$l*S!N(All (JI l 
DO 72 I=l,16 
72 Hllll=Htll 
DO 74 I=ltl6 
74 HZ( Il=Htl I 
DO 80 l"'lt3 
80 R<Il=0.5*tHtll*rt!l+H(l+4l*H(l+4ll 
R(4l=IYC< ll*XC< Jl-XC< ll*YC< Jl-YCt ll*PYCIJl-XCUl*PXCIJl l*COS(AlllJ 



























































$+XC!J )"'PXC!J l+YC(J l*PYC(JJ 
JO 90 I =l ,3 
90 P<Il=l.O-COSIALl!I+lll 
P141 =SINIALl (JI I 
OiJ 100 I= l, 3 





WRITE ( 6,99l KS 
WRITE (6,99 I KSl 
WR! TE ( 6,99) KSZ 
99 FOR MAT ( lX, I 11 
Fl=Qlll*Ql3l+Q!2 l*Ql4 l 
F 2= Pl ll *Q ( 3l +-Q( ll*P I 3 l +-P( 21*Q! 41+Q ( 21 *P (4) 
F3=Rlll*Q(3)+Qlll*Rl3l+Q(21*R(4l+Ql4l*R(2) 
F4=Plll*Pl31+P!21*Pl41 
F5=P( ll*R!3l+PI 31*R( ll+PI 2l*Rl4l+P(4l*R(21-l.O 
F6=R(ll*R(3l+R(2l*Rl41 
Gl=Qlll*Ql41-Ql21*Ql31 
G2=P I ll*Q( 4 )+-QI 1l*P(41-P( 21*QI3)-Q( Zl*PI 3) 
G3=Rlll*Q(4l+~lll*Rl41-Rl2l*Q(3J-Ql2l*Rl31-l.O 
G4=Plll*Pl41-P1Zl*P131 
G5= PI l l*R 14 l +RI l l*P-(41-P( 2l*RI 31-PI 3l*RI Zl 
G 6= R ( 11 * R ( 41- R ( 2 l * R ( 3 I 
XCOF ( 11 =F l*Fl*Gc*G6+G3*G3*F l*F6-G3*G6*F l*F3+Gl* G6*F3*F3+Gl*Gl*F6*F 
$6-Gl *G3 *F3* F6-2 .O*G l*G6*F l*F 6 
XCOF(21=2.0*G5*G6*Fi*Fl+2.0*G2*G3*Fl*F6+G3*G3*Fl*F5-G3*G6*Fl*F2-G2 
$*G6*F l*F3-G3*G5*F l*F 3+2. O*G l*G 6*F 2* F 3+G l* G5* F3* F3+2 .O*Gl *Gl *F5*F6-






$ 5*F l* F5-2. O*Gl* G4*Fl *F6 
XCO Fl 41=2 .D*G4*G5*F l*F l+-G2*G2*F l*F 5+2. O*G2*G3*Fl*F4-G2*G5*Fl*f2-G3 
S*G4*Fl *F2-G2*G4 *Fl* F3+G l*G5*F2*F2+-2 .O*G l*G4*F 2*F 3+2. O*G l*G l*F 4*F 5-
$G l*G2*FZ*F5-G l*G3*F 2* F4-Gl*G2*F3*F4-2 .D*Gl*G5*F l*F4-2 .0*Gl*G4*F l*F 
$5 
XCOF (5 I =G4*G4*Fl*Fl+GZ*G2*Fl*F4-G2*G4*F l*F2+Gl*G4*F 2*F 2+G l*G l*F 4*F 
$4-G l*G2*F 2*F 4-2. O*Gl*G4*Fl*F4 
CALL POLRT!XCOF,COF,4,ROOTR,ROOTI,IERI 
WRITE (6,109) 
109 FO~MAT (/,27X,9H Ll ROOTS,/) 
DO 110 I=l,4 
110 WRITE (6,1121 RCCTR!Il,ROOTIIII 
112 FORMAT ll7X,El3.5,lOX,El3.5,/I 
WRITE (6,1141 IER 
114 FORMAT tlX,Ill 
WRITE 16.lC61 
106 FORMAT (lHl,//I 











169 IF I ABS (P.00 T II I II.LT. O. 0000011 ROOT! II I =O. 0 
170 IF IROOTIIIll 200,130,200 
171 2CC WRITE (6,2011 
172 201 FORMAT ( 5X, 18H ROOT IS IMAGINARY,/) 
173 GO TO 215 
174 130 SA=OB*OB-4.0*0A*OC 
175 IF IS Al 200, 140, 140 
176 140 ROOTAl=l-OB+SQRTISAll/12.0*0A) 
177 ROOTA2= 1-0B-SQR Tl SA l l II 2. O*OAl 
178 SB=OE*OE-4.0*0D*OF 
179 IF ISBI 200,150,150 
180 150 ROOTBl=l-OE+SQRHSBll/12.0*0Dl 
181 ROOTB2= l-OE-SQRTISBll/12.0*0DI 
182 WRITE ( 6,1551 RCCTAl ,ROOTA2 ,ROOTBl,ROCT 82 
183 155 FORMAT 11;13x,8r ROOTAl=tF18.6,5X,8H ROOTA2=,Fl8.6,/,13X,8H ROOTBl 
184 $=,Fl8.6,5X,8H RCOTB2=,Fl8.6,/I 
185 IF IABSIROOTAl-RCCTBll.LT.0.05) GO TO 160 
186 IF IABS(ROOTA1-P.OOTB2l.LT.0.05l GO TO 160 
187 IF IABSIROOTA2-RCO)'Bll.LT.0.05l GO TO 170 
188 IF IABS(R00TA2-ROOT821.LT.O.C51 GO TO 170 
189 GOT0.215 
190 160 WRITE (6,1801 RCCTAl 
191 180 FORMAT (2X, 16H SECOND ROOT IS tF20.5t/I 
192 ROOT=ROOTAl 
193 GO TO 210 
194 170 WRITE ( 6, 1801 ROOTA2 
195 ROOT=ROOT AZ 
196 210 WRITE {6,2121 
197 212 FORMAT <l4X,l3H CENTER POINT,31X,l3H CIRCLE POINT,/,8Xo3H XA,19X,3 





203 WRITE 16,2301 XAII!',YAIIl,XBII),YBI II 
204 230 FORMAT 14F20.0,1,33x,20H xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.111 






SYNTHESIS PROGRAM FOR THREE FINITE POSITIONS 





























































c * * 
C * SYNTHESIS OF SIX-LINK STEPHENSON 2 * 
C * FUNCTION GENERATOR * 
c * * C * THREE FINITE POSITIONS AND TWO VELOCITY RATIOS * 
c * * 
c * * C * INPUT FINITE ROTATIONS THllII * 
c * * C * OUTPLT FINITE ROTA TI CNS PHH II * 
c * * C * ASSUMED ROTATIONS OF TERNARY ALUII * 
c * * C * FIRST INFINITESIMAL DISPLACEMENT DPHDTHIJI * 
c * * 
C * OUTPLT LINK LENGTH QC * 
c * * C * OUTPL T LillK INITIAL ANGLE THE * 
c * * 
c ***************************************************************************** 
c 
DIMENSION XCOFI 51,COFl5J,ROOTRl41,ROOTI141 
DIMENSION XQl5J ,YQl51,XAl5J,YAI 5J,XBl51,Y8151,XCI 51,YCI 51 
DIMENSION TH1151 ,PH1151•AL1151 
.. DIMENSION HI l61 tHlll61,H21 Ul,Rl41,Pl41 ,Ql41 
DIMENSION DXCl51.DYCl5J,PXC(51,PYCl51 
DIMENSION DPHDTHl51 ,D.THDALl51 
READ 15,51 J,K 
5 FORMAT 111.Zll 
WR I TE ( 6, 61 J, K 
6 FORMAT (//,16X,34H VELOCITY RATIOS ARE AT POSITIONS tif,5H AND ,Il 
$,/II 
READ 15,101 TH1121,TH1131 
READ (5,101 P~ll21,PH1131 
READ I 5,101 All 121,Alll31 
10 FORMAT 12Fl0.0I 
READ 15 ,201 QC,T~E 
READ 15t201 DPHDTHIJl,DTHDALIJI 
READ (5,201 DPHCTHIKl,DTHDALIKI 
20 FORMAT 12FlO.OI 
WRITE I 6,111 THll21,THll31 
11 FORMAT 19X,26H INPUT ROTATION ANGLES ARE,2X,2Fl0.3,/I 
WRITE (6,121 PHll21,PHll31 
12 FORMAT (9X•27H OUTPUT ROTATION ANGLES ARE,lX,2Fl0.3,/I 
WRITE 16,131 AL1121,AL1131 
13 FORMAT 19Xt23H TERNARY LINK ROTATIONS,5X,2Fl0.3,//I 
WRITE 16,141 QC,THE 
14 FORMAT· 19X,l51-I CUTPU.T LINK IS• FlO .3,24H LONG AND AT AN ANGLE OF,Fl 
so.3, /1 
WRITE 16,151 DP~eTHIJl,DTHDALIJI 
15 FORMAT 19XtllH CPHDTHIJl=,Fl0.3,lOX,llH DTHCALIJl=,Fl0.3,/J 
WRITE (6,161 DPHDlHIKl,DTHDALIKI 



































































DO 21 I=2,3 
TH11Il=ITH1111*3•141592!>51/180.0 
PHllil=IPHll !1*3.141"592651/180.0 
21 All 1!1=1All1Il*3•141592651/180.0 
XClll=1.0+QC*COSllHEI 
YCI 11=0.0+QC•SINI THE I 
DO .:10 I =2 ,3 
XQIIl=l.O*CCSl-THllill 
YQI I l=l.O*S INl-THll I 11 . 
XCtil=XClll*COSIPHllil-THllill-YClll*SINIPHllil-THllill+XQIIl-XQll 
Sl*COSIPHllil-THllill+YQlll*SINIPHllil-THllill 
30 YC(I l=XCI 11 *SIN I PHll I 1-THll II l+YC I ll*COSI PHH I 1-THl II I l+YQi Il-XQll 
Sl*SINIPHllll-THllIIJ-YQlll*COSIPHllil-THllIJI 
OXC (JI= I XCI 11-XQI 111*1 SINI PH 11 Jl-TH·ll JI l-SJ NIPHll Jl -TH1 (JJ l*CPHDTH 
$I J 11+IYCl11-Y QI 111*1 COS (PH 11 JI-TH l(J l 1-COSIPH 11Jl-THllJ11 *D PHO-TH I J 






$1l+XQI11-* SI NC-TH 11 Kl I +YQll I *COSl-THUKI I 
OYC CK I= cxci 11-HI 1111*1-COS ( PHl( K)-THllK 11 +COS(PHl<Kl-THll Kl l*DPHDT 
SH I Kl I+ I VCU 1-YQ 111 l *I SI NI PHllKl-THl IKI 1-S INIPHllK 1-THllK I l*DP HOTH( 
$K 11-XQ'( ll*COSl-THll Kl l+YQI ll*SI Nl-THllKI I 
WRITE 16,171 CXCIJl,DYCIJI 
17 FORMAT (9X,BH DXCIJl=.3X1Fl0.3tlOX,8H DYCIJl=,3X,Fl0.3,/I 
WRITE C-6, 181 DXCIKJ,OYCCKI 
16 FORMAT (9X,8H CXCIKl=.~X.F10.3,1ox.aH DYCIKl=13XtFl0.3//I 
PXC I Jl=DTHDAl I Jl*DXCI JI 
PYC CJ l=DThCALIJ l*CYCI JI 
P XC I Kl =DTHCAl IKl*DXCI Kl 
PYCIKl=DT~DAllKl*DYCIKl 
WRITE l6t311 
31 FORMAT (11X,3H XQ,18X,3H YQ,l8X13H XC,lBX,3H YC,/J 
DO 33 I=lt3 
33 WRITE (6,321 XQIIJ,YQIIl1XCIIl1YCIIl 
32 FORMAT l6X,Fl2.E19XtF12.8,9X,Fl2.8,9X,Fl2.81/I 
DO 40 I=l,2 
4Ci H (I I =XC II +11-XC lll*COS I Alli I+ll l+YC-1 ll*S !NIAL l( I+ll I 
H13l=PXCIJl+XCI ll*SINIALllJll+YClll*COSIALllJll 
Hl4 l=PXCIK l.+XCI l l*S IN IALll KI l+YCI 11 *COSIALll KJI 
DO 50 I=l 12 
50 HI I +41=YC I I +11-YCI ll*COSIAL 11I+111-XC Ill* SI NIALllI+ll l 
Hl7 l=PYCIJ 1-XCU l*COS IALll JI lt;YC I 11 *SIN IAL 11 J lJ . 


























































DO- 60 l=l ,2 
60 Htl+8l=-H(ll*COSIALlll+lll-Hll+4l*SINIALltl+lll 
H llll=-PXC(Jl*CCSIALllJI 1-PYC(J l*SlNIAL l(J lhXCtJl*SINtALlt JI l-YCI 
$Jl*COStALUJI I 
H ( 121=-PXCI K l*CD.SI AL l( KI l-PYC (KI* SI NI All( Kl l +XC t Kl* SIN IAU I Kl l-YCI 
$Kl *COS I All I Kl l 
DO 70 I=l,2 
70 HI 1+121=-HI I+41*COSIALll l+ll l+HI l l*SINtALll l+ll I 
H (151 =PXC ( J l* SI~ (All ( J 11-PYC (JI *COS (All IJ I l +XCtJ l*COS tAL l(J I l +YCI J 
$l*SlNtALllJll 
H (16 l=PXC (K l*S IN !AL l(K 11-PYC (KI *COS( AL UK I l +XCI Kl *COSIA Lll Kl I +YCt K 
Sl*SINtALl(Kll 
DO 72 I=lrl6 
72 Hl ( I I =H (I l 
DO 74 I =l ,l 6 
74 H.2tll=Hlll 
DO 80 I =l ,2 
80 Rlll=0.5*tHlll*Hlll+HII+4l*H(l+411 
P. ( 3 l= (vet 11*XC(J1-xc ( 11 *YC ( J 1-YC( ll*PYC ( Jl-XC ( ll*PXC ( Jl l*COS (All (J 
$1 I+ IXClll*XCtJI +YCll l*YCtJ 1-XCI ll*PYCtJ l+YCt ll*PXCIJll*SINI ALHJll 
S+XCtJl*PXCIJl+YCIJl*PYC(JI 
R 141= (Y Ct 11•XCIK1-xct l l*YC ( K 1-VCI ll"*PYC ( Kl-XC( ll*PXC (Kl l*CO st All ( K 
SI I+ ( XC( 11 *XC I Kl +YCI l l *YCt Kl-XCI ll*PYC (K l+YCI ll*PXC IK I l*SIN t AL 11 Kl l 
S+XCtKl*PXCtKl+YCtKl*PYCtKI. 
DO 90 I =l ,2 , 
9G pt I I =l. 0-COS !All I I+ 111 
Pl3l=SINIALl(JI r 
Pl4l=SINIALllKI I 
DO 100 1=1•2 
100 QIIl=SINULlt I+lll 





WRITE 16,991 KS 
WRITE (6,991 KSl 
WRITE ( 6,991 KS2 




F4= P ( 11 *P ( 31 +PI 2 l*P I 41 
F5=Ptl l*R 13 l+P (3 l*R I l l+P( 2l*RI 4l+P( 4l*R I 21-1.C 
F6=R(ll*RC31+Rl21*R(4l 
Gl=Ql'll*Qt4l-Q( 2l*Qt 31 
G2=Ptll*Qt4l+,tll*Pl41-P12l*Ql31-Q(2l*Pl31 
G3=RI 11*QI4) +Q( ll*R I 41-R!21*Q13 l-Qt2I*R13 l-l .O 
G4=Plll*Pt41-Pl2l*Pl31 
G5=Ptll*Rl41+Rlll*Pl41-Pl2l*Rl31-Pl31*R!21 
G6=RC ll *RI 41-RI 21*R ( 31 
XCOF tl l=Fl* Fl*Gb*G&+G3*G3*F l*F&-G3*G&*F l*f3+G l*Gfi*F3*F3+Gl*Gl*F 6*F 
$6-Gl*G3*F3*F6-2.0*Gl*G6*Fl*Fb 



























































$*G6*" l*F 3-G 3*G 5* F l*F 3+2. Q*G l*G 6*F2* F3+Gl* G5* f 3* F3+2 .O*Gl *Gl *F5* F6-
$Gl *G3 *F2"'Fo-Gl*G2*F3*F6-Gl*G3*F 3*F 5-2. O*G 1*G 5*F l*F 6-2. O*Gl* G6*F l*F 
$5 
XCQ F ( 31=2. C* G4*Gl:*F l*F 1+G5*G 5•F l*F l+G2* G2* F l*F0+2 .O*G2* G3*Fl *F5 +G3 
$*G3 *Fl *F4-G2*G6 *F l*f 2-G3*G5*F l*F 2-G 2*G5*F l*F3-G3*G4*F l*F 3+G l*G6*F2 
$*F 2+2. O*G l*G5"'F 2*F3 +Gl* G4* F3*F3 +2. O*Gl*Gl*F4*Fo +Gl*Gl*F5*F5-Gl*G2* 
$F 2*F6-G l*G3 *F 2*F 5-G l*G2*F 3*F 5-G l*G3*F 3*F 4-2. O*G l*G6*F l* F4-2. O*Gl* G 
$5 *Fl *F5-2 .O*Gl* G4*F l*F6 
XCClFl41=2.0*G4*G5*Fl*F1+G2*G2*Fl*F5+2.0*G2*G3*Fl*F4-G2*G5*Fl*F2-G3 
$*G4*F l*F2-G2*G4"' F l*F 3+Gl *GS*F2*F2+2. O*G l*G4*F 2*F 3+2. O*G 1*Gl*F4* F5-
$Gl* G2*F2* F5-Gl* G3* F2*F4-Gl *G2 *F3*F4-2 .O*Gl*G5*F l*F4-2• O*Gl* G4*F l*F 
$5 
XCOFl5l=G4*G4*Fl*Fl+G2*G2*Fl*F4-G2*G4*Fl*F2+G1*G4*F2*F2+Gl*Gl*F4*F 
S4-Gl*G2*F2* F4-2 .O*Gl*G4*Fl*F4 
CALL POLRTIXCOF,COFr4tROOTRtROOTitIERI 
WRITE l6r1C9l 
lOS FORMAT (/,27X,9r Ll RCOTS,/I 
DD 110 I=lt4 
llO WR!TE (6,1121 RCCTRIIl,ROOTitil 
112 FORMAT ll7X,El3.5,10X,El3.5t/l 
WRITE (6,1141 IER · 
114 FORMAT nx.lll 
WRITE 11:11061 
106 FORM AT I l Hl t / / l 
125 DO 215 I=l,4 
OA= Fl 
~8=F2*ROOTRtil+f3 




IF lABSlROOTitill.LT·O·OOOOOll ROOTllil=O.O 
IF IROOTI lll l 200,1301200 
200 WRITE ( 6, 2011 
201 FORMAT l5X,18H ROOT IS IMAGINARY,/) 
GO TO 215 
130 SA=OB*OB-4.0*0A*OC 
IF lSAJ 200r140tl40 
140 ROOTAl=t-OB+SQRTtSAll/(2.0*0AI 
RO'.JTA2= l-OB- SQRT ( SA l l/t 2. O*OA I 
SB=OE*OE-4.0*0D*CF 
IF tSBl 200tl50r150 
150 ROOTBl=l-OE+SQRTISBll/(2.0*001 
ROOTB2=t-OE-S~RT(SBll/(2.0*DDI 
WRITE ( 6, 1551 ROOTAl,ROOTA2tROOTBl ,ROOTBZ 
155 FORMAT (l,13X,9~'RtlOTAl=rF18.6r5X,8H R00TA2=,Fl8.6tlrl3X,8H ROOTBl 
$= 1Fl8.6 15X 18H RCOTB2•,F18.6,/I . 
IF tABSlROOTAl-ROOTBll.LT.0.051 GO· TO 160 
IF lABStROOTAl-RGOTB21.LT.0.051 GO TO 160 
IF IABS(ROOTA2-ROOTBll.LT.0.051 GO- TO 170 
IF IABStROOTA2-ROOTB21.LT.0.05l GO TO 170 
GO TO 215 . 
160 WR I TE I tit 1801 ROOTA l 





















ROOT= ROOT /ll 
GO TO 210 
170 OIRI TE I 6tlBOI R.OOTA 2 
ROOT= ROOT A2 
210 OIRITE 16t212l 
212 FORMAT ll4X,l3H CENTER POINT,31X,l3H CIRCLE PCI~T1/18Xt3H XA,19X,3 
$H VA,19X,3H XBtl9X,3H VB,/) 
XAlll=Rlll+Plll*RCOTRIIl+Q(ll*ROOT 
VAIIl=Rl2l+Pl2l*ROOTRIIl+Ql2l*ROOT 
XBI I l=Rl3)·+p131 *~00T RI I I +QI 31*ROOT 
YBIIl=Rl4l+Pl4l*ROOTRIIl+Q(4l•ROOT 
WRITE 16, 2301 XAll l, VAi I I ,XB(I I 1YBI I I 






SYNTHESIS PROGRAM FOR THREE FINITE POSITIONS 





























































c * * 
C * SYNTHESIS OF SIX-LINK STEPHENSON 2 * 
C * FUNCTION GENERAT:JR * 
c * * 
C * THREE FINITE POSITIONS AND ONE ACCELERATICN RATIC * 
c * * 
c * * 
C * INPUT FINITE ROTATICNS THllII * 
c * * 
C * OUTPUT FINITE ROTATICNS PHllll * 
c * * 
C * ASSUl'ED ROTATICNS OF TERNARY ALllII * 
c * * 
C * SECOf\C INFINITESIMAL DISPLACEMENT ODPHTHIJI * 
c * * 
C * OUTPUT LINK LENGTH QC * 
c * * 
C * OUTPl.T L!f\K INITIAL ANGLE THE * 
c * * 
c **********•****************************************************************** 
c 
DIMENSION XCOFI 5J,COFl51,ROOTRl41 ,ROOTil41 
DI MENSI ON X Q(5) ,YQI 51,XA151, Y Al 5 ),X Bl 5 hYBI 5 J, XCI 51, YCI 51 
DIMENSION TH1151,PHH51,ALll!\I 
DIMENSION Hll61,t-ll 16),H21 l6J,Rl4ltPl41,Ql41 
DI MENSI CN DPHDH 151, ODPHTHI 51,DT HOALI 51, DDT HALI 51 
DIMENSION DXC151,DYCl5J,DDXCl51,DDYCl51 
DIMENSION PXCl51,PYCl51,PPXCl5J,PPYCl51 
READ 15 ,51 J 
5 FORMAT llll 
WRITE 16,61 J 
6 FORMAT l//,lOX,32H ACCELERATICN RATIO IS AT POINT ,Il,//I 
READ 15,10) Tl-1(2),TH1131 
READ (5,lOl PH1(2J,PH1131 
READ 15,101 AL1121,AL113l 
10 FORMAT 12Fl0.0I 
READ I 5 12 OJ QC, THE 
READ (5,201 DPHDTHIJl,DTHDALIJI 
READ 15 ,:ZOI DDPl-THIJJ,DDTHALIJ I 
20 FORMAT 12Fl0.0I 
WRITE 16, 111 TH1(2J,TH1131 
11 FORMAT 19X,26H INPUT llOTATION ANGLES ARE,2X,2Fl0.3,/I 
WRITE ( 6, 121 PH1121,PH113l 
12 FORMAT l<:IX,271- OUTPUT ROTATION ANGLES ARE,lX,2Fl0.3,/I 
WRITE (6,131 AL1121,AL1131 
13 FORMAT (9X,23H TERNARY LINK ROTATIONS,5X,2Fl0.3,//I 
WRITE 16,141 !;;C,THE 
14 FORMAT (6X,15H CLTPUT LINK IS1Fl0.3,24H LONG ANC AT AN ANGLE OF, Fl 
$0.3,/ I 
WRITE 16, 151 DPl-CTH I J J, DTHCALIJ I 
15 FORMAT (9X,11H DPHDTHIJl=,Fl0.3,lOX,llH DTHOALIJl=,Fl0.3,/J 
wRITE (6,161 DOPnTHIJJ,DOTHALIJI 





























































X M=O. .O 
YM=O.Q 
THll 11=0.0 
PHl 11 l=O .O 
Alli 11 =O. 0 
THE=(Tl-E*3.14l!S265l/180.0 






DO 30 I =2 ,3 
XQ( Il=l.O*COSl-lHll Ill 
YQI I l=l .D*S INl-Tf'.ll Ill 
XCI Il=XCI ll*COSIPHl II 1-THll ll l-YCH l*SIN(PHllll-THl Ill l+XQI 11-XQI l 
$l*COS IP Hll I l-THl( I I l+YQI 11* SIN IPHll I l-THll I 11 
30 YC (I I =XC 11 l *S IN I Fl-11 I I l-T Hl I Ill +YC ll l*CO S ( P Hll I I-TH ll I l HYQI I l-XQI 1 
$l*SINI PHll I l-THl II l l -YQ I 11* cost PHll I l-THl I I)) . 
DXC (J l= IXCI 11-XQI l l l*I S INIPH 11JI-TH11 JJ I-SI NI PH 11 JI -TH llJl l *DPHDTH 
$1Jll+IYClll-YQ(lll*ICCSIPH11Jl-THl1Jll-COSIPH11Jl~THl(Jll*DPHDTHIJ 
Sil +XQ I ll* SIN I-TH 11 J l l +YQI ll *COS I-TH 11 JI l 
. DYC (J l= IXCI l l-XQ 1111•1-cos I PHH J 1-THl(J I l•COSI PHll J l-THll JI l*DPHDT 
$HI J 11+( YClll-YQlll l*I SINIPHllJl-THl (Jll-SINIPHl IJ l-THllJ I l*DPHDTHI 
SJ 11-XQI 11 *COS l-1'H 11 JI HYQI 11 *SI NI -TH 11 J l l 
DDXCIJl=IXClll-X,llll*l-COSIPHllJl-THllJll+2.0*COSIPHl(Jl-TH11Jll* 
SD PHO THI Jl-C OS I PHl I J l'-THl I JI l*DPHDTH IJ l*DPHOTH( J 1-S !NI PHll J 1-THl IJ l 
$1 *DDPHT HIJ I l+IYC I ll~YQ( l l l*I SIN I PHll Jl-THll JI 1-2. O* S.I NI PH! I JI -THl I 










PPY CI J l =OT HCALI J l*DTHDALI J I *DDYC I J l +DDT HA LI J l *D YC I J l 
WRITE 16,171 DXC(Jl,DYCIJI 
17 FORMAT 19X,8H D)C(J)=,3X,F10.3,1ox.8H DYC(J)=,3X,Fl0.3,/I 
WRITE (6,18 l DDXCIJ J,DDYCIJ I 
18 FORMAT ( 9X,9H DCXC( JI =.2x,F10.3 .1ox,9H DDYCIJ l= ,2x,F10.3,//I 
WRITE I 6,311 
31 FORMAT (llX,3H x,,l8X,3H YQ,l8X,3H XC,18Xt3H vc.11 
DO 33 I =l t3 
33 WRITE (6,321 XQ(ll,YQIIJ.XCIJl,YCIII 
32 FORMAT 16X,Fl2.8t9XtF12.8t9X,Fl2.8,9X,Fl2.8,/I 
DO 40 I =l t 2 
40 HI! l=XCII+l l-XClll*COSIALll 1+11 l+YCI ll*SINIALH I+ll l 
H131 =PXCI JI +XC( l l*S IN !All ( J l l+YCll l *CDS IALl (JI l 




























































DO 50 l=l.-2 
50 HII+4l=YCII+ll-YClll*COSIAllll+lll-XClll*SINIAlllI+lll 
Hl71=PYCIJl-XClll*COSIAlllJli+YC(ll*SINIAll1Jll 
"HIB l=PPYC (J l+XC 111 •SIN I Al 11JIl+YC111 *COSI Al 11 JI l 
DO 60 I =l r2 
60 HII+Bl=-HII l*COSIAlll l+ll I-HI I+41*SINIAL11I+ll l 
Hllll=-PXCIJ l*COSIAlHJ I l-PYCIJ l*SINIAl llJl l+XCIJl•SINIAlll Jl 1-YC( 
$Jl*COSIAL11 JI I 
Hll2l=-PPXCIJl*COSIALllJll-PPYCIJl*SINIAll(Jll+2.0*PXCIJl*SINIAlll 
$JI 1-2 .O*PYC (J l*COS I AlllJ 11 +XC IJ l*COS( AL llJ I HYC I J l*SINIAL 11 JI I 
DO 70 I =lr2 
70 HI 1+121=-Hl I+41•COSIAL11I+ll l+HI Il.*SINIALll I+ll I 
H 1151 =PXC IJ l*S IN IALl (JI 1-PYCIJ l*COS IAL l(J II +XCI J l*COSIALl( JI l+YC IJ 
$1 *SI NIAL 11J11 
H(l6l=PPXCIJl*SINIALl(Jll-PPYCIJl*COSIAL11Jll+2.0*PXCIJl*CDSIALllJ 
$11+2. O*PYCI Jl*S INIAl,.l I J 11-XCI JI *SIN I All (J 11 +YCI J l*COS (AL l(J II 
DO 72 I=lrl6 
72 Hl II l=HII I 
ilO 74 I=l,16 
74 H2l ll=HI I I 
00 80 I =1,2 
80 RIIl=0.5*1Hlll*HIIl+HII+41*HII+411 
Rl3l= IY Cl 11*XCIJ1-XCI l l*YCI J 1-YCI 11 *P YC I Jl-XC I ll*PXCI JI l*COSIALll J 
$1 l+ IXCCll*XCI JI +Y.CI l l*YCIJ 1-XCI ll*PYCIJ I +YC 11 l*PXC IJ ll*SINI AL 1( J 11 
$+XC I JI *PXCI JI +YC'C JI* PVC I .(I 
DD1=2 .O•YCll l*PXCIJ 1-2.0*XCI ll*PYC I J 1-YC I 11 *PPYCIJl-XCI ll*PPXC I JI+ 
SXClll*XC(Jl+VC(ll*YCIJI 
DD2=2.0*XCI 11 *P XCI J 1+2.0*YC 111 *PYCI Jl-XC Ill* PPYC IJl+VCll l*PPXCI J l-
SYCU l*XC!-Jl+XCI l l*YC!J I 
Rl4l =COSI Alli JI ·l*DDl+SI NIALl I JI l*DD2+XC IJ l*PPXC IJ I +YCIJ l•PPYC IJ l+P 
SXCIJl*~XCIJl+PYCIJl*PYCIJI 
DO 90 I =l 12 
90 PII l=l.O-COSIALlll+ll I 
Pl3l=SINIAL11Jl l 
Pl4l=COSIALllJJI 
DO 100 I=l,2 
100 Qlll=SINIALll 1+111 
Q13l =COSI All I JI l 
Ql4l=-SINIAL11Jll 
CALL S IMQ I H,.R,4, KS I 
CALL SI MQIH i,p, 4 ;KSll 
CALL SIMQ·(H2,Q,4,KS21 
WRITE (6,991 KS 
WRITE l6rS91 KSl 
WRITE (6,991 KS2 
99 FORMAT llXrill 
F l=Q 111*Q131 +QI 21*QI 41 
F2=P 111•Q131 +QI ll*P 13HPI 21•QI41+QI 2l*P lltl 
F3=RI ll*Ql3 l +QI l l*R 13 l+Ql2l*R14 l+QI 41*1'112·1 
F'i=P I ll*P 131 +Pl 21*P 141 
F5=Pll l*R 13 I +P!3 l*R I ll+PI 21*Rl41+PI41*R I 21~ 1.e 
F6=Rlll*Rl3l+Rl21•~14l 
































































xCoF 1 ll=F l*F l*G6*Go+G3•G3*F 1*F6-G3•G6•F l•F3+Gl• G6•F3*F3+Gl*Gl•F6*F 
$6-Gl*G3*F3*F6-2.0*Gl*G6*Fl*F6 
XCOF121=2i0*G5*G6*Fl*Fl+2.0*G2*G3•Fl*F6+G3•G3*Fl*F5-G3*G6*Fl*F2-G2 
S•G6•F l*F3-G3 *G5*F l*F 3+2. O*G l*G6*F 2*F 3+G l* G5•F3*F3+2 .O•Gl•Gl *F5*F6-
$Gl *G3*F2*F6-Gl*G2*F3*F6-Gl*G3*F3•F5-2.C•Gl•G5*F l*F6-2. 0•G l*G6*F l*F 
$5 
xco Fl 31=2 .o•G4*G6•F l•F l+G5•G5•F l•Fl+G2*G2•F l•F6+2. O•G2•G3•F1* F5+G3 
S*G3* Fl• F4-G2•Go*f l* F2-G3 *G5 *Fl*F2-G2*G5 *F l*F3-G3*G4*F l*F 3+G l*G6*F 2 
S•F 2+ 2. o•G l*G 5*F 2*F3+G l* G4* F 3•F3+2 .o•Gl•Gl*F4*F6+G1*Gl•F5•F5-Gl* G2• 
SF2*F6-Gl*G3•F2•F5-Gl*G2•F3*F5-Gl*G3•F3*F4-2.0*Gl*G6*Fl*F4-2.0*Gl*G 
S5*F l* F5-2. O*Gl* G4*Fl*F6 
XCOF(41=2.0*G4•G5*Fl•Fl+G2•G2•Fl*F5+2.0•G2*G3*Fl*F4-G2*G5*Fl*F2-G3 
S*G4 *Fl*F2-G2 *G4 * Fl*F3+Gl*G5•F2*F2+2.0*G l*G4*F 2*F3+2. O*G l*G l*F 4*F 5-
$Gl* G2*F2*F5-Gl*G3•F2•F4-Gl• G2•F3•F4-2 .0 *Gl*G5*F l*F4-2 .0*Gl*G4*F l*F 
$5 
XCOF 151 =G4* G4*Fl*Fl +G2*G2*Fl*F4-G2*G4*F l*F2+Gl•G4*F 2*F2+G l*Gl*F 4*F 
$4-G l*G2*F 2*F 4-2. O*G l*G4*Fl*F4 
CALL POLRTIXCOF1COF141ROOTR,ROOTI1IERI 
WRITE 1611091 
109 FORMAT l/127X19H Ll RCOTS,/I 
DO 110 1=114 
110WRI-TE,16,1121 RCCTRIIl1ROOTl(Il 
112 FORMAT 117X1El3.5tlOX,El3.5,/I 
WRITE (611141 IER 
114 FORMAT 11x,u1 
WRITE I 611061 
106 FORMAT llHl1//I 






OF= G4•ROJTR I I l*ROOTRI I I +G5•ROOTRC I I +G6 
IF IABSIROOTICilloLToOoOOOOOll ROOTICll=O.O 
IF CROOTICill .20C113Ct200 
200 WRITE 1612011 
201 FORMAT ·(5X1l8H ROOT IS IMAGINARY,/) 
GO TO 215 
130 SA=OB*OB-4.0*0A•OC 
IF ISAI 20011401140 
140 ROOT Al= 1-0B+SQR Tl SA 11112.0•0AI 
ROOT A2= I-OB-SQRT ISA 11/12.0*DA I 
SB=OE•OE-4.0*0D*OF 
IF ISBI 20011501150 
l5C ROOT81=1-0E+SQRTCSBll/12·0*0DI 
ROOT82=1-0E-SQRTISBJl/C2.0*0DI 
WRITE C 60 1551 ROOTA lrROOTA2,ROOT811R,OOT82 . 
155 FORMAT l/113X18I- ROOTAl=rF18.6r5Xr8H ROOTA2=tF18.6,/113X,8H ROOTBl 





217 IF lABSIROOTAl-ROOTBll.LT.0.051 GO TO 160 
218 IF CABSIROOTA1-ROOTB21.LT.0.05l GO TO 160 
219 IF IABSIROOTA2-RQOTB1l.LT.0.05l GO TO 170 
. 220 IF IABSlROOTA2-ROOTB21.LT.0.051 GO TO 170 
221 GO TO 215 
222 16C WRITE 16,lBOl RCCTAl 
223 180 FORMAT l2X,16H SECOND ROOT IS ,F20. 5,/1 
224 ROOT=ROOTAl 
225 GO TO 210 
226 170 WRITE (6,1801 ROOTA2 
22 7 .RCOT=ROOT AZ 
228 210 WRITE (6,212) 
229 212 FORMAT ll4X,13H CENTER POINT,31X,13H CIRCLE POINT,/,8X!3H XA,19X,3 
230 $H YA,19X,3H xs,19X,3H YB,/) 
231 XA( I l=RI ll+P( ll*ROOTRI I l+Q( ll*ROOT 
232 YAIIl=Rl2l+Pl2l*ROOTR(l)+Q(2l*ROOT 
233 XBl!l=Rl3l+Pl31*ROOTRIIl+Q13l*ROOT 
234 YBI Il=Rl4J+P(4l*ROOTRlll+Q(4l*ROOT 
235 WRITE 16,2301 X.4111,YA(Il,XB!Il,YB(Il 
236 230 FORMAT 14F20.8,/,33Xt20H XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX,//l 






SYNTHESIS PROGRAM FOR TWO FINITE POSITIONS, 
ONE FIRST INFINITESIMAL DISPLACEMENT 





























































c * * 
C * SYNTHESIS OF SIX-LINK STEPHENSON 2 * 
C * FUNCTION GENE RA TOR * 
c * * 
C * TWO FINI TE POSITIONS, * 
C * ONE VELOCITY RATIO rAND ONE ACCELERATION RATIO * 
c * * 
c * * 
C * INPUT FINITE ROTATION THll I) * 
c * * 
C * OUTPUT FINITE ROTATION PHllil * 
c * * 
C * ASSUMED ROTATION OF TERNARY Alli I l * 
c * * 
C * FIRST INFINITESIMAL DISPLACEMENT OPHDTHIKl * 
c * * 
C * SECOND INFINITESIMAL DISPLACEMENT ODPHTHIJl * 
c * * 
C * OUTPL T LINK LENGTH QC * 
c * * 
C * OUTPUT Lil\K !NIT IAL ANGL.f THE * 
c * * 




DIMENSION XQl51,YQ(5J,XA(51,YAl5), XBl51,YBl51,XC( 51.vet51 
DIMENSION THlt51,PH1151 ,Alll51 
DIME NS ION Hll61, Hll 161, H2t 161,RI 41rPI41,Q(41 
DI MENS I CN DP HOT Ii 1511 OCPHTHl5 I ,OTHDAL( 51,0DT HALI 5 I 
DIMENSION OXCI 51,DYCI51 .ooxct51 ,DOYCC51 
DIMENSION PXC1511PYCl511PPXCISl,PPYCCSI 
READ 15,51 J,K 
5 FORMAT til1lll 
WRITE 16161 K,J 
6 FORMAT l//,5X,32H VELOCITY RATIO IS AT POSITION , Ilr39H A~D ACCEL 
SERATION RATIO IS AT POSITION ,Il,//I 
READ 15 ,101 THll21 
READ I 5,101 PH1121 
READ 15, 101 AL1121 
10 FORMAT IFlO.Ol 
READ 15,20) QC,THE 
READ 15r201 DPHCTHIJ lrDTHDALIJI 
READ 15,201 DDPHTHIJl,DDTHALIJ) 
READ 15,201 DPHDTHIKltDTHDALIKl 
20 FORMAT 12FlO.OI 
WRITE I 6.111 TH l I 21 
11 FORMAT (9Xr24H INPUT ROTATION ANGLE IS,ZX,Fl0.3,/1 
WRITE I 6 , 12 I PH112 l 
12 FORMAT 19X,25H OUTPUT ROTATION ANGLE IS,lX,Fl0.3.11 
WRITE 16, 13) AL 1121 . 
13 FORMAT 19Xr22H TERNARY LINK ROTATION,4X,Fl0.3,/I 



























































14 FORMAT 16X,l5H OLTPUT LINK fS,Fl0.3,24H LONG AND AT AN ANGLE OF,Fl 
$0 .• 3, I I 
WRITE 16,151 DPrDTHIJl,DTHDALtJI 
15 FORMAT (9X,llH DPHDTHIJl=tF10.3tl0XtllH DTHDALIJl=,Fl0.3,/1 
WRITE (6,161 DDF~TH(JJ,DDTHAL(JI 
16 FORMAT 19X,llH DDPHTH(JJ=,Fl0.3tlOX,llH DDTHAL(JJ=,Fl0.3,/l 
WRITE 16,191 DPHDTHIKl,DTHDALIKI 
19 FORMAT (9X,lln CPnDTHIKl=.Fl0.3tlOX.llH DTHDAL(K)=,Fl0.3,//l 
XQ( 11=1.0 
YQ( 11=0 .o 
XM=O.O 
YM= O. 0 
THllll=D.O 




THlt Il=ITHll I 1*3.141592651/180.0 




XQI I I =l. O*COSl-THll I JI 
YQI IJ=l .O•S INt-THll II I 
XC I II =XC 11 l*COS t Phil tI l-THl t II J-YC 11 l*S IN tPHlt I 1-THll II J +XQ( I 1-XQ( 1 
Sl*COStPHltll-THllill+YQlll*SINIPHltil-THltlll 
YC I I I =X Ct 11 *SIN t Frll I 1-THlC II l+YC tl l*CO SIPHlM 1-THl I I 11 +YQt I J-XQ(l 
$l*SINIPHllll-THllill-YQlll*COStPHltIJ-THl(IJI 
DX Ct JJ=I XCI 11-XQI 11 l *I SIN I PH lt JI -TH 11JI1-SINI PHl I JI -TH llJI I *DPHDTH 
$I JI I+ IYCI 1)-Y Q(l J l* I COS t PHl (J 1-THl(J 1 l-COS (PHH J l-THH J l l *DPHDTHI J 
U I+ XQt 11* SIN I-TH l( JI l+YQU l*COSl-THlt JI I 
OYCIJl=tXClll-XQllll*t-COSIPHllJl-THllJIJ+COStPHllJl-THllJll*DPHDT 
$HI JJ J +I YC 111-YQ 11 l I* ISINt PHll JJ-T Hl (J l l-S IN lPHllJ I-THU JI l*DP HDTHI 
SJ 11-XQ I 11 •COS(-THll JI IHQt ll*SI Nt-TH 11 JI I 
DDXC IJ I= tXC tl 1-XQ(l I I •I-COS I PHltJ I-THU J 11+2. O*COSI PHlt Jl-THl t JJ I* 
$DPHDTHIJl-COStPHllJl-THltJll*OPHDTHtJl*OPHDTHIJJ-SlNIPHltJl-THllJI 
Sl*ODPHTHIJll+IYCtll-yQllll*ISINIPHllJl-THltJll-2.0*SINtPHltJl-THl( 
SJ I J *OPHOTHt JI +S IN(PHlCJ l-T HltJ l l*OPHDTHIJ l*OPHDTHI J 1-COSt PH lt JI-TH 
SllJll*DDPHTHIJll-XQlll*COSl-THltJIJ+YQtll*SINt-THltJll 
DDVC (JI= ( XC ( 11-XQ( 111 •1-s IN (PHH J 1-THH JI 1+2. o•sl NI PHl I JI -THl I J) l* 
SDPHDTHtJl-SINIPHllJl-THl(Jll*DPnDTHIJl*DPHDTHIJl+COSIPHltJl-THllJl 
SI *DDPHTHI JI l+I YCI 11-YQ( 111*1-COSIPH llJl-THl I JI l +2. O*COS IPHl (J 1-THl 
$(JI l*OPHDTH(J I-COS t PHl( J 1-THH JI l•DPHDTH( J l *DPHDTHI Jl-SINI PHl( Jl-T 
$Hll JI l*DOPHTH IJI 1-XQlll*SINt-THltJI 1-YQtl l•COSt-THllJ ll 
DXCtKl=IXCI 11-XQtlll*ISINIPHllKJ-THllKll-SINIPHltKl-THltKll*DPHDTH 
$(KI l+IYCI 11-Y QI 111 *I cos (PHl IK 1-THltK I 1-co SIPHll K 1-THll Kl I *OPHDTH( K 
$ll+XQlll*SINl-TH11Kll+YQlll*COSt-THllKll 
DY Ct KI= t XC ( 11-XQ(ll I *1-COSI PHl( Kl-THlt KI l+COS( PH 1( Kl -THll Kl l*DPHOT 
$Ht Kl I+( YC tl l -YQ 11 I l *(SIN tPHltK l"'."T HHK I 1-S I~ I PHl (KI-TH 11 KI l*DPHDTHt 
$KI l-XQ( 11 *COS I-TH lt Kl l+YQ( ll* SI Nl-THl IKI l 
WRITE (6,17) DXCIJ),DYCIJI 
17 FORMAT (9X,8H DXCIJl=,3X,Fl0.3,lOX,8H DYCIJl=,3X,Fl0.3,/I 
WRITE 16,211 DDXCIJl,DOYCIJI 



























































~RITE (6tl8l CXC(Kl,DVC(Kl 
18 FORMAT (9X,8H OXC(Kl=,3X,Fl0.3,lOX,8H DVC(K)=,3X,Fl0.3,///l 
PXC ( J l=DTHDAU JI *DXC (JI 






31 FORMAT 111X,3H XQ,18X,3H VQ,18X,3H XC,18X,3H vc,11 
DO 33 I=lr2 
33 WRITE 16,321 XQIIl,VQIIl,XC(!J,VCIII 
32 FORMAT I 6X,F 12. e, <;;X tF12. s, 9X tF12 .a' 9Xt Fl2 .8" I 
I=l 
HII I =XC (I +l 1-xc ll l*COS I All ( I+ll )+YC 11 l*S INIAL 11 l+ll I 
HI 2 l=PXCI JI +XC( ll*S INIA Lll JI l t-YC Ill *COS lALl I JI I 
H(31=PPXC(J l+XClll*COSIALllJ 11-YC( ll*SlN(ALl(JI I 
Hl41 =PXCI Kl +XC ( l l*S INIALl I KI l•YCU l*COS IALl IK I l 
HI I t-4l=YC I I t-11-VCI 11 *COS( AL 111+ 11 I -XC Ill* SI N(ALH l+l I l 
H(6 1= PVCIJ 1-XC( ll~COS <Alli JI l+VC I 11 *Sil'I (AL 1( J 11 
H(71=PPYC(J)+XCfll*SINIAL11Jll+YCCll*COS(ALl(Jll 
H(8J=PVC(Kl-XCI ll•COS(ALl(K))+VC( ll•SINIALllKll 
H 11 +8 l=-H I I l*COS !All ( I+ll 1-H( lt-4 l*S IN (AL 11 I+ll l 
HllOl=-PXCCJl*CCSIALl(Jll-PVCIJl*SINIALllJll+XC(Jl*SIN(ALl(Jll-YCC 
$Jl*COS (ALlCJ 11 
H(lll=-PPXC(Jl*COS(ALl(JJJ-PPYCIJl*SINIALl(Jll+2.0*PXC(Jl*SINIALll 
$JIJ-2.0*PYCIJl*COSIAL11Jll+XCIJl*COSIAL11Jll+YCIJl*SINIAL11Jll 
H 112 l=-PXC (K l*COS I AL l(K 11-PYCI K l*SINI AL 11 Kl I +XC (Kl* SIN <ALU Kl l-YCI 
$Kl*COSIAL11Kll 
HI I +121=-H( I+41 *COS I Alli l+ll l+H II l*SINI Alli I+ll I 
H (141 =PXC (J l*S IN (All I JI 1-PYC (J l*COS IAL l(J I l+XCI J l*COSIALll J 11 •YC ( J 
$l*SINIAL11JI l 
H(l5l=PPXCIJl*SlN(ALl(Jll-PPVC(Jl*COS(AL11Jll+2.0*PXC(Jl*COSIALl(J 
$1 lt-2.0*PVC(Jl*SIN(ALl IJl l-XCIJl*S IN(All(J ll•YC(Jl*COSIALUJ II 
H ( 161 =P XC I KI* SIN(ALl I Kl 1-PYC I Kl *CDS(ALHKI I +XCI Kl*COS IALl IK 11 +Y C(K 
$l*S INIALl IK I I 
DO 72 l=l ,16 
72 Hll IJ=H( I I 
DO 74 I =l ,16 
74 H2( I l=HII I 
I=l 
RI 11=0.5* (HI I l*H( I I +HI I+4l*H( 1+41 I 
R ( 21 =I VC( ll *XC I Jl-XC Ill *YC (J l-YCI l l*PYC I J l-XC U l*PXC (J 1 l*COS (AL llJ 
$1 l+ (XC(ll•XCIJ l•YCI ll•YCIJ 1-XCI ll•PYCIJl+YCI ll*PXCI Jll*SINIALllJI I 
$t-XCIJl*PXC(Jl+YCIJl*PYC(JI 
ZS1=2.0*YC( 11 *P XC( J 1-2. O*XC ( 11 *PYC I JI -YCI 11 * PPYC (JI -XCU I *PPXC (JI+ 
$XC(ll*XCIJ l+YC( ll*YClJI . . 
ZS2=2.0*XC(ll*PXCIJl+2.0*YC(ll*PYCIJl-XClll*PPYC(Jl+YC(ll*PPXC(Jl-
$YC( ll*XC(Jl+XC( ll•YCIJI 
Rl3l =COS(ALl(JI l*ZSl+SINIALl (JI l*ZS2+XC(J l*PPXCIJl+YC( Jl*PPYCIJl+P 
$XCI JI *P XC ( J l+PYC I JI •PVC (JI 
Rl41=(YC(ll*XCIKl-XClll*YC(Kl-YC(ll*PVCIKl-XClll*PXC(Kll*COSIALl(K 
$I l + ( XCI 11 *XC (Kl +YCll l*YCI Kl-XC ( ll*PYC IK 1 t-Y C( ll*PXC IK l l*SIN I AL 11Kl1 

























































000000000 111111111122222222223333333333444444.44445555 555 5 5566666t6t: ~c 77777777778 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
PI I l = 1. O-CO S (AL 1( 1f. 11 l 
P(21=SINIAL11Jll 
P(3J=COSIALl(Jlt 
P (4l=SIN< 4L H Kl I 
QIIl=SINIALllI+ill 
Q(21=COSIALl(Jll 





WRITE I 6,991 KS 
WRITE (6,99 I KSl 
WR I TE I 6 , 991 K 52 
99 FORMAT llXtlll 
Fl=Q(ll*Q(31+Ql21*Ql41 
F2=Plll*Ql31+Qlll*Pl31+P(2l*Ql41+Ql2l*Pl41 
F3=R ll l*Q 13 l+Q( 11 *R ( 3 l+Q ( 21*R(41 +QI 41*R I 2) 
F4=Plll*Pl31+Pl2l*P14l 
F 5= P( 11 •R ( 31 +Pl 31*R ( ll+P( 21 *R (4 l+Pl4l*R121-l.O 
F6=R(ll*R(31+R(2l*Rl41 
Gl=Q(ll*Ql41-Ql2l*Ql3 l 
G2=P( ll*Q(4)+QI ll*Pl41-Pl2l*Ql31-Ql21*Pl31 
G3=R ll l*Q 14 l+Q( ll*R 141-R ( 21 *QI 31-Q ( 2l*R I 31-1. C 
G4=Plll*Pl41-P121*Pl31 
G5=P I 11 *R ( 41 +R( l l*P( 41-PI 21 *R (31-P I 3l*R I 2l 
G6=R!ll*Rl41-R(2l*Rl31 
XCOF( 11 =F l*F l*G 6*G6+G3*G3*Fl*F6-G3*G6*F 1*F3+GH< G6*F3*F3+Gl*Gl*F6*F 
$6-Gl*G3*F3*F6-2.0*Gl*G6*Fl*F6 
XCDF ( 21 =2 .O*G5*G6*F1*Fl +2 .O*G2*G3*F l*F6 +G3*G3*Fl*F5-G3*G6*F l*F2-G2 
S*G6*Fl*F3-G3*G5*Fl*F3+2. O*G l*G6*F 2*F3+Gl*G5*F3*F3+2 .O*Gl*Gl *F5*F6-
$Gl*G3*F2*F6-Gl*G2*f3*F6-Gl*G3*F 3*F5-2.0*Gl*G5*F l*F6-2. O*G l*G6*F l*F 
$5 
XCO Fl 31=2 .O*G4*G6*F l*F l+G5*G5*F l*Fl+G2*G2*F l*F6+2. O*G2*G3*Fl* F5+G3 
S*G3* Fl*F't-G2*G6* Fl* F2-G3*G5 *Fl*F2-G2*G5 *F l*F3-G3*G4*F l*F 3+G l*G6*F 2 
S*F 2+2. O*G l*G 5*F 2*F3+Gl* G4* F3*F3 +2 .O*Gl*Gl*F4*F6 +Gl*Gl•F5•F5-G1*G2* 
$F2*F6-Gl*G3*F2*F5-Gl*G2*F3*F5-Gl*G3*F3*F4-2.0*Gl*G6*Fl*F4-2.0*Gl*G 
$ 5*F l* F5-2 .O*Gl* G4*Fl *f6 
XCDFI 41=2. O*G4*G5*F l•Fl+G2*G2*F l*F5+2. O*G2*G3*Fl*F4-G2*G5*Fl*F2-G3 
S*G't*Fl* F2-G2*G't*f l*F3+Gl*G5*f 2*f 2+2. O*G l*G4*F 2*F3+2. O*G l*G l*F 4*F 5-
$Gl* G2*F2*F5-Gl*G3*F2*F4-Gl* G2*F3*F4-2 .0*Gl*G5*Fl*F4-2 .0*Gl*G4*F l*F 
$5 
XCOF(51=G4*G4*Fl*Fl+G2*G2*Fl*F4-G2*G4*Fl*F2+Gl*G4*f2*F2+Gl*Gl*F4*F 
$4-G l*G2*F 2*F4-2. O*G l*G4*Fl*f4 
CALL POLRTIXCOF,COF,4,ROOTR,ROOTI,IERI 
WRITE (6,109) 
109 FORMAT (/,27X,9H Ll ROOTS,/) 
DO 110 I=lo4 
110 WRITE 16,1121 RCCTRIIl,ROOTIIII 
112 FORMAT 117X,El3.5,10XtE13.5,/I 
WRITE 16,1141 !ER 
114 FORMAT (lX,111 
WR IT E ( 6, 10 61 





217 125 DO 215 I=l.4 
218 OA=Fl 
219 OB=F2*RODTRCil+F3 
220 OC=F4*RCOTR II l*•.COT R (I I +F5*ROOTRI I I +F6 
221 OD=G l 
222 JE=G2*R.OOTRI I l+G3 
223 OF=G4*ROOTRI I l*RGOTRI ll+G5*ROOTRI Ilt-Gb 
224 IF <ABSIROOT!llll.LT.0.0000011 ROOTIIIl=O.O 
225 IF IROOTIIIll 200,130t200 
226 200 WRITE 16,2011 
227 201 FJRMAT C5X,18H ROOT IS IMAGINARY,/! 
228 GO TO 215 
229 130 SA=OB*OB-4·0*0A*OC 
230 IF ISAl 200tl40tl40 
231 140 ROOTAl=l-OB+SQRTCSAIJ/(2.0*0AI 
232 ROOTA2=(-0B-SQRTISAl I /12.0*0AI 
233 SB=OE*OE-4.0*0D*OF 
234 IF ISBl 200,150,150 
235 l=O ROOTB l= (-OE +SQ<l. T( SB 1 l II 2· O*OD l 
236 ROOTB2=1-0E-SQRTISBll/12.0*0DI 
237 WRITE (6,155l ROGTAltROOTA2rROOTBltROOTB2 
238 155 FORMAT (/,13X,8H ROOTA1=,Fl8.6t5Xt8H ROOTA2=tF18.6,/,13X,8H ROOTBl 
239 S=rF18.6,5X,8H R00TB2=iF18.6,/I 
240 IF IABS!ROOTAl-ROOTBll.LT.0.05l GO TO 160 
241 IF .IABSIROOTA1-R00TB2l.LT.0.051 GO TO 160 
242 IF IABStROOTA2-RCOTBll.LT.0.051 GO TO 170 
243 IF tABSIROOTA2-ROOTB2l.lT.0.051 GO TO 170 
244 GO TO 215 
245 160 WRITE (6,1801 RCOTAl 
246 180 FORMAT t2X,16H SECOND ROOT IS ,F20.5,/I 
24 7 ROOT= ROOT Al 
248 GO TO 210 
249 170 WRITE (6,180) ROOTA2 
250 ROOT=ROOT A2 
251 210 WRITE 16,2121 
252 212 FORMAT 114Xtl3H CENTER POINT,31X,13H CIRCLE PCINT,/,8X,3H XA,19X,3 





258 WRITE (6,230 I XA( IltYA( 11,xat 11,YBI I) 
259 230 FORMAT l4F20.8,/,33X,20H XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX,//l 
260 215 CONTINUE 





SYNTHESIS PROGRAM FOR TWO FINITE POSITIONS 





























































c * * 
C * SYNTHESIS OF SIX-LINK STEPHENSON 2 * 
C * FUNCTION GENERATOR • 
c * * 
C * TWO FINITE PO'S! TIONS AND ONE JERK RATIO * 
c * * 
c * * 
C * INPUT FINITE ROTATION THllll * 
c * * 
C * OUTPUT FINITE ROTATICN PHllII * 
c * * 
C * ASSUl'ED ROTATION CF TERNARY All(ll * 
c * * 
C * TH!Rt INFINITESIMAL DISPLACEMENT DOOPTHIJ) * 
c • * 
C ,j. OUTPUT LINK LENGTH QC * 
c * * 
C * OUTPLT Ll~K INITIAL ANGLE THE * 
c * * c ***********~***************************************************************** 
c 
DIMENSION XCOFl5),COFl51,ROOTRl4),ROOT114) 
DIMENSION XQ(5) ,YQ( 51,XA( 5),YAl5 loXB15ltYBl5l tXCC5)1YC( 51 
DIMENSION TH115l ~~Hll51 ,AL1151 
DIMENSION Hll61,Hll l6J,H2116ltR14),PC4),QC4l 
DI MENS I ON OPHOTl-C5ltOCPHTt.!15) ,OOOPT HI 5 l 
DIMENSION DTHDALl51,0DTHALl5l,DDDTALC5) 
DIMENSION DXCl5 ltDYCl51oDOXCI 51,oovcc 5l ,ODDXCl5l ,DDDVCI 5) 
DIMENSION PXCC5l,PYC15l,PPXCl5),PPVCl5l1PPPXCl5l,PPPYCC5) 
READ ( 5,51 J 
5 FORMAT ( 111 
WRITE I 6 0 61 J 
6 FORMAT l//tl5Xt31H JERK RATIO SPECIFIED AT POINT oll,f/l 
.READ 15,101 TH112l 
READ I 5, 101 PHl 121 
READ (5, 101 AL1121 
10 FORMAT IFlO.Ol 
READ 15,20) QC,THE 
REAC 15 t20 I DPHCTHIJ ),CTHOALIJ l 
READ 15,201 ODPHTHIJl ,DOTHAL(J) 
READ 15t201 DDDPTHtJ),DODTALtJl 
2C FORMAT (2 FLO .o l 
WRITE I 6tlll TH1121 
11 FORMAT 113X,24H INPUT ROTATION ANGLE IS,4X,Fl0.3,/) 
WRITE 16,121 PHl 121 
12 FORMAT (13X,25H OUTPUT ROTATION ANGLE 1s,1x,F10.3,11 
. WRITE (6,13> AL112l 
i3 FORMAT ll3X,22H TERNARY LINK ROTATICN,4X,Fl0.3,//l 
WRITE ( &,141 QC, THE 
14 FORMAT (4X,151-: OUTPUT L.INK Is,no.3,24H LONG AND AT AN ANGLE OF,Fl 
$0.3,//I 
·WRITE (6, 151 OP~DTHIJl,DTHDALIJl 


























































000000000 ll l l ll l l 1122.22222222333333:d334444'i4,44445555 5555 556666666666 77777777778 
12345678901234567890123456789012345676901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
WRITE (6,161 DDFl-'TH(JJ,DDTHALIJI 
16 ~ORMAT 17X,11H DDPHTHIJl=tfl0.3,lOX,llH DCTHALIJl=,Fl0.3,/) 
WRITE (6,171 DDCPTH(Jl,DDDTAL(J) 





THl 11 l=O .o 
PHllll=O. 0 








XQI I l=l.O*COSl-THll I 11 
YQCl l=l .O *S INl-T HI II I 
XCIIl=XClll*COSIPHllil-THllill-YClll*SINIPHllil-THllill+XQIIl-XQll 
Sl*COSIPHll I 1-THll I I l+YQI ll*SINIPHll-Il-THllI I I . 
YClll=XClll*SINIPHllll-THllill+YClll*COSIPHllll-THllIJl+YQIIl-XQll 
$l*SINIPHllll-THllill-YQCll*COSIPH11Il-TH11Ill 
DXC CJ I= IXC( l l-XQ Ill 1*1 SINIP HU JI-TH 1( Jl l-SINI PH l( JI -THllJIJ•DPHOTH 
SIJll+IYClll-YQllll*CCOSIPHllJl-THl(Jll-COSCPHl(JJ-THlCJll*DPHOTHCJ 
$1 l+XQC l l•SINC-THll JI l +YQI ll *COSl-TH 1( JI I 
DYC (J 1·= (XCU 1-x Q( ll 1•c-cos (PHUJ 1-THUJ IJ+COSCPHl( JI-THU J) l*OPHOT 
$HI J 11+( YC 111-YQ I 111 * (SI NI PHU Jl-THl (JI 1-SINCPHl (J 1-THH JI l*DPHDTHI 
SJ l 1-XQI 11*COSl-TH1C JI l+YQI l l*SI NC-THU JI I 
ODXC(Jl=IXClll-XQllll*C-COSIPHl(Jl-THlCJll+2.0*COSCPHllJl-THllJll* 
SDPHDTHCJl-COS(PHlCJl-THl(Jll*DPHDTH(Jl*DPHDTHIJl-SINIPHllJl-THllJI 
Sl*DDPHTHIJ I l+IYC I 11-YQ( 11 l*( SINCPHll JI-THU JIJ-2. D*Sl NI PHH Jl-THl I 
$JI I *DPHDTHI JI +S ll'll PHl CJ 1-THl (JI l•DHDTH(J l*DPHDTH(J l-COSIPHUJ l-TH 
$1( J l l*DDP HTHI J 11-XQ ( U*COSl-THU Jll +YQ ( ll *SI Nl-THl (JI I 
DDYCIJ I •(XCU l-XQU I l•l-SIN IPHll JI-THU JI l+2. O*SINI PHU JI-THU JI I* 
SDPHDTHCJl-SINCPHl(Jl-THl(JJl•DPHDTHIJl*DPHDTHIJl+COS(PHl(Jl-THlCJI 
SI •DDP HTH< J 11+1YC(11-YQ( 111•1-co SIPH 1( JI -THU JI I +2.o•cos IPHl (Jl-THl 
SIJll*DPHDTHIJl-CGSIPHl(Jl-THllJll*DPHDTHIJl*DPHDTH(JJ-SINIPHl(Jl-T 
$Hll Jl l *DD PHTH (JI l-XQ( 11* SIN 1-THll JI 1-YQ <l l*COSl-THl IJI l 
DDDl=-SIN(PHl(Jl-THllJIJ+3.0•SINIPHllJl-THllJll*DPHOTHCJl-3.0*SIN( 
SPHl I Jl-THl I JI l*CPHDTHfJ l*DPHDTHCJ )+3.0*COS CPHlCJ 1-THlCJ 11 *DDP HTHCJ 
$1-3. O*COS( P Hl( J 1-Tl'll( JI l*DPHDTH ( Jl*DDPHTH IJl+S INC PHl CJl-THl CJ I l*DP 
SHOTHIJ l*DPtiDTHJ l*DPHOTHIJ 1-SINCPHlCJ 1-THl<Jl l*DDDPTH( JI 
DOD2=-C OS ( PHl ( J)-TtU (JI I +3.0*COS ( PHlCJI -T Hl CJ 11*OPi,DTH(J1-3.0*COS( 
SPHllJl-THllJll*DPHDTHIJl*DPHDTHIJl-3.0*SIN(PHl(Jl-THllJll*DDPHTHIJ 
SI +3 .o•s IN( PHl (J 1-THll J) l*DPHDTHIJ l*DDPHTHIJ l+CO SI PHU Jl-1'HU Jll *DP 
SHDTHIJl*DPHDTHIJl*DPHDTHCJl-COSIPHllJJ~THl(J)l*DDDPTHIJI 
DDD3=COSIPHl(Jl-THl(Jll-3·0*COSIPHltJl-THl(Jll*DPHD1HCJ)+3.0•COS(P 
. SHll Jr-THl (JI I •DPtiDT Hf Jl•DPHDTH( JI +3 .o•s IN (PHll J 1-THll J·l l*DDPHTH (JI 
$-3.0*SINIPHl(Jl-THllJll*DPHDTHIJl*DDPHTHIJl-COSIPHl(Jl-THllJll*DPH 
SDTH CJ l•DPl1QT HlJ >•DP HDTH(J.)+COS( PH u J 1-THll JI l*DDDPTH l JI 
. DDD4=-s IN(PHl(J 1-THl (JI 1+3 .o•s IN(PHl(J 1-THUJI l*DPtiDTH(J 1-3.0•S.IN( 

























































000000000lllllllll12222222222333333333344444444445555555 5556666666666 77777777778 
1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789Cl23456789012345678901234567890 
$1-3. O*COSI PH 11J1-THll Jl l*DPHDTH I JI *DOPHTH I JI +SI l'.I PHl I J 1-THl IJ JI *DP 
$HOT HIJ l*DPHDTHI J l*DPHDT HI J 1-SINIPHllJ 1-THll JI l*DDDPTHI JI 
DDDXC I J) = ( XC 111-XQI l I l*DDDl +(YC 11l-YQ11) l*DD02-XQ I l l*S IN 1-THHJ 11-
SYQ I ll *COS I - TH 11 J.I l 
:JCCYCIJl=IXClll-XQI ll l*DDD3+(YCI 11-YQI ll l*DD04+XQI ll*COSl-Tt111JI 1-
SYQI ll*SINl-THll JI I ' . 
WR IT E I 6, 211 0 XC I J I , D VC I J) 
21 FORMAT (7X,8H DXCIJ)=,3X,Fl0.3,1ox.aH DYCIJl=t3XtFl0.3,/I 
WRITE I 6,221 DDXCIJ) ,DDYCIJI 
22 FORMAT (7X,9H DCXCIJl=,2X,Fl0.3,10X,9_H DDYCIJl=t2XtFlC.3,/I 
WRITE 16,231 DDCXCIJl,DDDYCIJl 
23 FORMAT 17X,10H DDDXCIJl=.1X,F10.3,1ox.10H DDDYCIJl=,1x,F10.3,//I 
PXC IJ l= DTnDAL I J l*DXCI J) 
PVC I Jl =DTHDALI Jl*DYC I Jl 
PPXCIJl=DDTH4LIJl*DXCIJl+DTHDALIJl*DTHDALIJl*DDXCIJI 
PPYC I J) =DDT HALI J l*DYC (J) +DDT HAL (J l*DDTHAL IJ I *DDYCI JI 
PPPXCIJl=DDDTALIJl*DXCIJl+3.0*DTHDALIJl*DDTHALIJl*DDXCIJl+OTHCALIJ 
$l*DTHCALIJl*DTHCALIJl*DDDXCIJl 
p PPYC ( J l =DDCT AL I J l * OYC ( J) +3 .o =or HDALI J l *DOT HALI J l*DDYC (JI +DTHDAL ( J 
$) *D TH DAL I JI *DTHDALI J) *DDDYC I JI 
WRITE 16,311 
31 FORMAT (llX,3H XQ,18X,3H YQ,18X,3H XC,lBX,3H YC,/I 
DO 33 I=lr2 
33 WRITE 16,321 XQ(J),YQIIl,XClll,YCIII 
32 FORMAT (6X,F12.a,9x,F12.a,9x,F12.a,9x,F12.a.11 
I= l 
HI I J =XC II +11-XC U l*COS I All I l+l l l+YC I ll*SINI Al 11 I+ll I 
Ht 21,.PXCI JI +XCI ll*SINIAlllJl l+YCUl*COSIALl IJll 
Hl31=PPXCIJ l+XClll*COSIALllJ t>-YCI ll*SINIALll JI I 
H 141 =PPPXC I JI -XC 111 *SIN I All I J 11-YCU l*COS IALllJ 11 
HI I +4l=YC (I +11-YC ( l l*COSIAL 11I+111-xc 111* SI NIAU I I+l 11 
Hl6)=PYCIJl-XClll*COSIALllJll+YClll*SINIALllJ)) 
Hl7l=PPYCIJl+XClll*SINIALl1Jll+YClll*COSIALllJll 
HI 8 l=PPPYCI J J +XCI 11 *COSIALll JI 1-YCI ll*S INI All I J) l 
HI I +8 l =-HI I l*COS I.AL 11I+ll1-HI I+41•S iN IAL 11I+ll1 
HllDl=-PXCIJl•CCSIALllJll-PYCIJl*SINIALllJll+XCIJl*SINIALllJll-YCI 
$Jl*COSl.6Ll1Jll . 
H llll =-PPXC CJ.I* COS I All IJ 11-PPYC IJl*S INI ALllJ 11+2.0*PXCIJ I *SIN I Alli 
$J l l-2. O*P YC I JI *COSI Alli JI I+ XC I Jl*COSC All I Jl l +YC I Jl*S INIALl I J 11 
Hll2 l=-PPPXCIJ l*COS IALllJ I l-PPPYCIJ l*SINIALllJI )+3. O*PPXC I Jl*SI NIA 
$Lll Jl l-3. O*PPYC I Jl*CCSIALl I Jl li;3.0*PXCIJl*COS IALllJ I l+3 .O*PYCIJ l*S 
$INIAL11Jl 1-XCIJl*'SINIALll JI l+YCIJl*COSIALllJI I 
HII+l2l=-HI I+4l*COS (Allll+ll l+HII l*SINIALll I+ll l 
HI 141 =P XC I JI* SIN IALl (JI 1-PYC (JI *COS IALl IJ 11 +XC I Jl*COS I All IJ 11 +YC IJ 
Sl*S IN IALl (J l I 
H (151 =PPXC (JI *S lfldALl IJ J 1-PPYCC J l•i:os IALl (J 11+2.0*P xc IJ l~CO SIAL 11 J 
Sll+2.0*PYCIJl*SINIALllJll-XCIJl*SINIALllJll+YCIJl*COSIALllJll 
Hll6 l=PPPXC ( J l*S IN (All( J l l-PPPYCI JI •Cos IAL llJ 11 +3. O*PP xc (JI *COS I AL 




DO 74 l=l,16 





























































R ( 21= IYC( 11*XCIJ1-XC I 11*YCIJ1-YCI ll *PYC I Jl-XC 11 l*PXC I JI l*COS IALHJ 
$11+ IXClll*XCIJI +.YCll l*YCIJl-XClll*PYCIJ l+YCI ll*PXCIJll*Sli'llAL l(JI I 
$+XC I JI *PXC I J·I +YC I JI *PVC I JI 
001=2.0•YClll*PXCIJl-2.0*XClll*PYCIJl-YClll*PPYCIJl-XClll*PPXCIJI+ 
$XClll*XCIJl+YClll*YCIJI 
002= 2.0•XCI 11 *P JlCI J 1+2. O•YC Ill* PYC( JI -XCI 11* PPYC IJI +YC lll*PPXC IJ 1-
SYCll l*XCIJ I +XCI l l*YCI JI 
R(3l=COSIAL11JI l*OOl+SIN(ALllJll*002+XCIJl*PPXCIJl+YCIJl*PPYCIJl+P 
$XCIJl*PXCIJ l+PYCIJl•PYCIJI . 
0005=-YC ( ll *PPPYC (J 1-xc ( ll•PPPXC(J l +3 .O*YCI 11 •PPXC I Jl-3.0*XC ( ll •PP 
$YCIJl+3.0*XClll*PXCIJl+3.0*YClll*PYCIJl-YClll*XC(Jl+XClll*YCCJI 
oooc;,.-XC( 11 *PPPYC(J l+YCI ll•PPPXC(JJ +3. 0.XCI ll *PPXC I JI +3.0*YC( U*PP 
SYCIJl-3.0*YClll*PXCIJl+3.0*XClll*PYCIJl-XCCll*XCIJl-YC(ll*YCIJI 
Rl41=CJSIALllJll*DD05+SINIALllJll*ODD6+XCIJl*PPPXC(Jl+YC(Jl*PPPYCI 
SJ 1+3 .O•PXC I JI *P PXC I J I +3 .O*PYC I J l•PP YC IJ I 
PIIl=l.O-COSIALlll+lll 
P(21=SINIALll JI I 
Pl3t=COSIALllJI I 
Pl41=-SINIAL11Jll 
Qlll=SINIALll I+ll I 
Q 121 =COSIALl I JI I 
Ql31=-SINIAlllJI' 
Q14 l=-COS (All (J 11 
CALL SI MQIH ,R ,4 ,KSI 
CALL SIMQIHl,P,4rKSll 
CALL SIMQIH2,Q,4,KS21 
WPITE (6,991 KS 
WRITE (6,991 KSl 
WRITE ( 6 ,99 I KS2 
99 FORMAT (lX,111 
Fl=Qlll*Ql31+Ql21*0141 
F2=PCll*Ql31+Qlll*Pl31+Pl21*Ql41+Ql21*Pl41 
F3=RI 11*0 I 31 +QI ll*R I 3l+QI 21*Rl41+QI41*R 121 
F4=Plll*P13l+Pl21*Pl41 
F5=Plll*Rl31+P(31*Rlll+Pl21*Rl41+PC41*Rl21-l.O 
F6=R I 11*R131 +RI 2 l*R.( 41 







$6-Gl*G3*F 3*F6-2.0*G l*G6*F l*F6 
XCOF 121 =2 .O*G5* G6*F 1*Fl+2 .O*G2*G3*Fl*F6 +G3*G3*F l*F5-G3•G6*F l*F2-G2 
S*G6*Fl*F3-G3*G5*Fl•F3+2.0*Gl*G6*F2•F3+Gl*G5*F3*F3+2.0*Gl*Gl*F5*F6-
SGl*G3*F2*F6-G1*G2*F3*FE:-Gl*G3*F 3*F 5.:.. 2. O•G l*G 5*F l*F 6-,2. O*Gl*G6*Fl*F 
$5 . 
XCOF I 31=Z• O*G4*GE:*F l*Fl+G5*G5*Fl*Fl+G2* G2*Fl*F6+2.0*G2*G3*Fl*F5 +G3 
$*G3*Fl *F4-G2*G6 *Fl*F2-G3*G5*F l*F 2-$ 2*G5*F l*F 3-:0 3*G4*F l*F3+Gl*G6*F2 
S*F2+2.0*Gl*G5*F2*F3+Gl*G4*F3*F3+2.0*Gl*Gl*F4*F6+Gl*Gl*F5*F5-Gl*G2* 


























































123456 7890123456789012345 6 7 890 123456 7 890123456 7 890123456 7 8901234567 890.123456 7 890 
S5*F l*F 5-2. O*G l*G4*F l*F6 
XCOF14l=zJO*G4*G5*FI*Fl+G2*G2*Fl*F5+2.0*G2*G3*Fl*F4-G2*G5*Fl*F2-G3 
S*G4*Fl*F2-G2*G4*Fl*F3+Gl*G5*F2*F2+2.0*Gl*G4*F2*F3+2.0*Gl*Gl*F4*F5-
$Gl*G2*F2*F5-G l*G.3*F 2*F4-G l*G2•F 3*F4-2. O*G l*G5*F l*F4-2. O*Gl*G4*Fl*F 
$5 . 
XCOF15l=G4*G4*Fl*Fl+G2•G2•Fl*F4-G2*G4*Fl*F2+Gl*G4*F2*F2+Gl*Gl*F4•F 
$4-Gl*G2*F 2*F4-2. O*G lo!<G4*F.l*F 4 
CALL POLRTIXCCF,COF,4,ROOTR,ROOTlrIERl 
WR! TE I 6, 1091 
109 FORMAT (/,27X,9H Ll R08TS,/l 
DO 110 l=l 14 
110 wRI TE I 6,1121 ROOTR( I I ,ROOT! I I l 
112.FORMAT 117X,El3.51lOX,e13.5,/) 
WRITE 1611141 IER 
114 FORMAT llX1Ill 
WRITE 1601061 
lCf: FORMAT UHl ,/II 
125 DO 215 I=l14 
OA=Fl 
OB=F 2*ROOTRII l+F3 
OC=F4*ROOTRIIl*~OOTRIIl+F5*ROOTRIIl+F6 
OD=Gl 
OE=G2*ROOTR I l l+G3 
OF=G4*ROOTR(Il*RPDTRIIl+G5*ROOTRIIl+G6 
IF. IABSIROOTlllll.LT.0'.0000011 ROOTJUl=O.O 
IF IROOTIIIll 2cc,13c,200 
200 WRITE (612011 . 
201 FORMAT 15X,18H ROOT JS IMAGINARY,/ I 
GO TO 215 . 
130 SA=OB*OB-4·0*0A*GC 
IF I SAi · 200, 140 1140. 
140 ROOTAl= 1-oe+SQRTISAI J /1'2.0*0·Al. 
ROOTA2= (-OB-SQRT !SA 11112 .o•OAJ 
SB=OE*OE-4.0*0D*OF 
IF ISBI 200,150,150 
150 ROOTBl= 1-0E+SQR Tl SB I l/12 .o•ODJ 
ROOTB2= 1-0E-SQR Tl SB I l II 2.0•00I 
WRITE 16,1551 RCCTAl1ROOTAZ1ROOTBl1ROOTB2 
155 FORMAT 1/ol3X,BH ROOTAl=1FlB.615X18H ROOTA2=1FlB.6,/,13X,BH ROOTBl 
$=1Fl8.615X,8H R00TB2=,Fl8.6,/I 
IF IABS IROOTAl-RGCT Bll .LT .o .051 GO TO 160 
IF IABSIROOTA1-ROOTB21.LT•0·051 GO TO 160 
IF IABSIROOTA2-ROOTB1J.LT.o.o5J GO TO 170 
IF IABSIR00TA2-ROOTB21.LT.0.051 GO TO 170 
GO· TO 215 . 
160 WRITE (6tl80 J ROOTAl 
180 FORMAT 12X,16H SECOND ROOT IS ,F20.5,/I 
ROOT=ROOTAl 
GO TO 210 
170 WRITE ( 6, 1801 RCCTA2 
ROOT=ROOT A2 
2i.o WRIT'E (6,2121 
212 FORMAT tl4Xtl3H CENTER POINT,3lX,13H CJ°RCLE POINT,/,8X,3H XA119X13 
SH YA,19X,3H xe, 19X, 3H .YB,/l 00 
I-' 
CARD 
000000000 1111111111222 2 222222.B33333333444444ft4445555 5555556666 666666 77777777778 
123456 7890123456789012345 6 7 89 0123456789012·34567890123456789012345 6 7 89 0123456 7 890 
271 XA(ll=R(ll+P(ll*ROOTR(ll+Q( ll*ROOT 
272 YAIIl=Rt21+P12l*ROOTRl1l+Ql2l*ROOT 
273 XB( ll=Rl31+Pl3l*ROOTR(ll+Q(31*ROOT 
274 YBIIl=R(41+P(41*ROOTRlll+Ql41*ROOT 
275 WRITE (6,2301 XA.IIJ,yA(Il,XBlll,YB(ll 
276 230 FORMAT 14F20.0,1,33x,20H ·xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx,111 






SYNTHESIS PROGRAM FOR ONE FINITE POSITION 





























































c * *. 
C * SYNTHESIS OF SIX-LINK STEPHENSO-N 2 * 
C * FUNCTION GENERATOR * 
c * * 
C * ONE FINITE POSITION AND ONE KERK RATIO * 
c * * 
c * * C * FOURTH INFINITESIMAL DISPLACEMENT DDDDPTIJI * 
c * * C * OUTPL;T LINK LENGTH QC * 
c * * C * OUTPLiT Lil\K INITIAL ANGLE THE * 




DIMENSION X QI 51 ,YQI SI ,XAI 51, YA( SJ, XBI 51 t YBI 5 J ,XCI 51 tYCI SI 
DIMENSION TH1151tPH115J ,AL1151 
DIMENSION Hli61,Hlll61,H2(161,Rl41,Pl41,Ql41 
DI MENSI CN D PHOTI- IS It CCPHTHIS J ,DDDPT HI 51, DDDDPTI 51 
DIMENSION DTHDALI 51 ,DDTHALI SI ,DDDTAU511DDDDTAISI 
DIMENSION DXCl5 ltDYCl51tDDXCI Sl,DDYCI SI 




WRITE 16, 61 
6 FORMAT l//,12Xt32H KERK RATIO SPECIFIED AT POINT ltlll 
READ (5,201 QC,lHE 
READ 15,201 OPHCTHIJltDTHDALIJl 
READ IS,201 DDPHTHIJI ,ODTHALIJI 
READ (S,201 DDDPTHIJl,DDDTALIJI 
READ 15 ,201 DDDCFTIJl,DDDDTAIJ I 
20 FORMAT 12FlD.CI 
WRITE 16,141 QC,THE 
14 FORMAT 14X,15H CUTPUT LINK IStF10.3t24H LONG AND AT AN ANGLE OF,Fl 
$0.3, Ill 
15 FORMAT (7X,llH CPHDTHIJl=tFlD.3tlDXtllH OTHDAL(Jl=,FlC.3,/1 
WRITE 16,151 DP~DTHIJl,DTHDALIJI 
wRITE 1¢,161 DDPHTHIJl,DDTHALIJI 
16 FORMAT 17X,1H CCPHTHIJJ=,Fl0.3,lDXtllH ODTHALIJlz,Fl0.3,/I 
WRITE (~,171 DDDPTHIJltDDDTALIJI 
_17 FORMAT 17XtllH DDDPTHIJl=,Fl0.3,lOX,llH DDOTALIJl=,Fl0.3,/1 
WRITE 16,181 CDCDPTIJJ,DDDDTAIJI 
18 FORMAT 17X,11H DDDDPTIJl=,FlD•3tlOX,llH DDDDTAIJl•,Fl0.3~//I 
XQlll=l.O 
YQI 11 zO. D 
XM= O. 0 
Y M=O .o 
THll 11=O.0 
.PHll ll=O• 0 






























































axe (JI= IXCI 11-X Q 1111 *IS IN( PHl(J I-TH l(J I I-SIN (l'Hll J 1-THll J 11 *D PHO TH 
$(JI l+IYClll-YQ(l) I* ICCSIPHllJl-THl(JI 1-cos IPHllJ 1-THllJ ll*DPHDTHIJ 
$I l+XQI 1 l*S IN<-TH l(J 11+YQ(11 *COS I-TH 1( JI I 
DYC I JI= IXCI 11-X <; 1111*1-COS IPHl CJ 1-THllJ 11 +CO St PHH J l~THH JI l*OPHOT 
$HI J 11 +I YC I 11-YQ I 111 * (SIN I PH l I J 1-THl I J 11 -s IN I PHl I JI-THU J-1 l*OPHDT HI 
$Jll-XQlll*COSl-Tt-llJll+YQlll*SINl-THllJll 
oqxc (JI= ( xc (11-X(; (l I I* 1-cos I PHU J 1-T Hl( J 11+2 ·D*COS ( PHllJ I-THU J 11 * 
$DPHDTH(Jl-COSIPHllJl-THllJll*OPHOTHIJl*DPHDTHIJl-SINIPHllJl-THllJI 
$l*DDPHTHIJ 1l+IYCI11-YQI ll l*ISINI PHll J 1-THllJI 1-2· O*SINI PHll Jl-THl I 
$Jll*DPHDTHIJl+SINIPH11Jl-THllJll*DPHDTHIJl*DPHDTH(Jl-COSIPHllJl-TH 
$llJ 11 *DDP HT HI J 11-XQ I ll*COSI -TH ll J II +YQ I 11 *SI NI -THl I JJ I 
DDYCIJl=IXClll-XQllll*l-SINIPHl(Jl-THl(Jll+2.0*SINIPHllJl-THllJll* 
$0PHDTHIJl-SlN(PHllJl-THllJll*DPHDTH(Jl*DPHDTHIJl+COSIPH11Jl-THl(JI 
$I *DDPHT HI JI I+ IYC I 11-YQI 1.1 I •1-co·s1 PH l( Jl-THll JI 1+2. O•COS I PHl I J 1-THl 
$I JI I* DPHDTH I JI-COS I PHll J 1-T HllJ I l*DPHDT HI J l*DPHOTHIJ I-SIN IPHll J 1-T 
SH 1( JI l*DD PHTH I JI 1-XQI 11 *SI NI-TH l (JI 1-YQ 11l*COS1-THl (J II 
DDDl=-SlNIPHl(Jl-THllJI 1+3.0*SlNiPHltJl-THllJll*DPHOTHIJl-3.0*SlN( 
$PHl (JI -THl I JI I* DPf,DTHI J l*D PHOTH IJ I +3 .o•cos I PHilJ l•TliUJ I l·*DDR-HTH.(J 
$1-3 .O•COS IP HU J l-TH 11 JI I *O PHO TH (JI *DDPH TH IJ I +SIN I PHl I J 1-THl I J 11 *DP 
$HOTH (JI *OPt-DT H J l*DPHOT HIJ 1-S IN IP HUJ I-TH ll J 11 *DOOP THI JI 
0002=-COSIPHllJl-THllJI 1+3.0*COSIPHllJl-THllJll*DPHDTHIJl-3.0*COSI 




$Hll JI -THl I JI I *D FHDTH I JI *DPHDTHI JI +3 .o *S IN IPHllJ 1-THllJ I l*DOP HTHIJ I 
$-3,0*SIN(PHllJl-THllJll*DPHDTHIJl*DDPHTHIJl-COSIPHllJl-THllJll*DPH 





ODCXCIJ I= IXCI ll-XQ( 11 l*DDDl+I YCI 11-YQ( ll l*DDD2-'XQI ll*SINl-THl IJI 1-
SYQlll*COSl-THllJl I 
ODD YC IJ l= I XC I 11-XQI l 1 l*DDD3+1YC111-YQ I l I l*DDD4+XQ 11l*COS1-T Hl IJ 11-
SYQ ll I *SIN l-THl I JI I 
DDDDl=COS I PHl I JI-THU JI l-4 ·O*COS I PH 11J1-T Hll J 11 *DPt-OTH IJ I +6 .O*CO~I 
$PHllJl-THllJll*DPHDTHIJl*DPHDTHIJl+6.0*SINIPHllJl-THllJll*DDPHTH(J 
$1-l2.0*SINIPHllJl-THllJll*DPHDTHIJl*DCPt-THIJl+6.0*SINIPHllJl-THllJ 
$11 •DPHDTH ( Jl•DPHDTH ( Jl*ODPHTH IJ l-4. o•cos ( PHl IJ 1-THl IJ I l•DPHDTHI J ,. 
$0PHDTHIJl•DPHDTHIJl+4.0*COSIPHllJl-THllJll*DDDPTHIJl-4.0*COSIPHllJ 
$I -THl I J 11 *D PHDT Ii IJ I •DDDPT HI J 1-3 .o •COS IP HllJ I-TH 11J11 •DD PH TH IJ l•DDP 
$HTHIJl+COSIPHllJl-THllJll*IDPHDTHIJl**4·01-SINIPHllJl-THllJll*DCDD 
SPT I JI 
00002 =-SI NI FHll JI-TH I J 11 +4 .O *SIN IP Hl (JI-TH ll J 11 *DPHDTHIJ· l-6. O* SIN 
$1PHllJl-THllJll*DPHDTHIJl*DPHOTHIJl+6.0*COSIPHllJl-THllJll*DDPHTHI 
$J 1-12 .o•cos I Pt<l(J 1-T Hll J 11 •DPHDTHI JI •DDPHTH I JI+ 6. O*CO SI PH l( Jl-THl( 
SJ 11 *DPHOTH I JI *DPHDTH I JI •DDPHTHI JI +4 .o•s IN IPHl I J 1-T Hll JI l*DPHCTH IJ I 








































































$0PHDTHI JI *DPHDT h (JI +4 .o *SIN I PHl I JI-TH 11 J l I *DDDPTHI J 1-4. O*SIN I PHU J 
$I-THU J 11 *DPHOTH( JI *DOD PTH ( J 1-3. O*S IN I PHl I J 1-THl I JI l*DDPHTH I J l*DDP 
$1'1TH I JI +SIN I Phll J 1-T Hlt J 11 *I DP i.DTH IJ 1**4 .O l+CO SI PHl( JI-TH 11J11 *DODD 





$0PH DTH I JJ *D PHDH I J l +4 .o•cos I PHl I J 1-T Hl( JI l *DDDPTHI J l-4. O•CD s IP Hll J 
$1-THl(Jll*DPHDTHIJJ*DDOPTHIJl-3.0*CDSIPHllJl-THllJll*DDPHTHIJl*DDP 







PVC I J l=DTHDAL ( J l*DYC( JI 
PPXC (JI= DDT HALI J l*CXC (JI +OT HDALI JI *DTHOALIJ I *DO XC I JI 
PPYCIJI =DDTHALI Jl*DYCIJl+ODTHALIJl*DOTHALIJ l*ODYCIJ I 
PPP XC IJ l =OOOTALI JI *D XC( J 1+3. O*OTHOAL I JI *CCTHALI J l*OCXC (JI +OTHDAL I J 
Sl*DTHOALIJl*DTHOAL(Jl*OODXC(JI 
PPP YC (JI =OOOTAL l JI* DYC I JI +3. O*DTHCAL l JI *CCT HALI J l*DDY Cl JI +OT HOALIJ 
Sl*DTHDALIJl*DTHDALIJl.ODOYCIJI 
PPP PXC (JI =DOD CT A (JI •oxc I JI +3 .O•DOT HALIJ I •DDT HALI J l •ODXC I J 1+4. O•DTH 





WRITE (6,211 DXCIJI oDYCIJI 
FORMAT (7X, SH DXCIJ l=,3XoFl0.3olOX,8H 0YCIJl=,3X,Fl0.3,/I 
WRITE 16 ,221 CDXC I J lo DDYCIJ I 
FORMAT 17X,9H DDXCIJl=,2x,F10.3,10X,9H ODYCIJl=,2X,Fl0.3,/J 
WRITE 16,23) DDCXCIJl,ODDYCIJI 
FORMAT 17Xtl0r CCCXCIJJ=,1x,F10.3,1ox,10H DODYCIJl=,lX,FlC.3,/I 
WRITE ( 6, 241 DODDXCI Jl,ODDOYCIJI 
FORMAT 17X,1H CCQDXCIJl=,Fl0.3,lOX,UH DDDDYCl.,11=,FlC·3,//I 
WRITE I 6,311 
FORMAT 111X,3H XQ,18X,3H YQt18Xo3H XC,18X,3H YC,/.I 
l=l 
WRITE 16,321 XQIIJ,YQIIJ,XCIIltYClll 
FORMAT 16X,Fl2.8,9X,Fl2.8,9X,Fl2.8o9X,Fl2.Bo/I 
Hlll=PXCIJl+XClll•SINIALllJJl+YClll*COSIALllJll 
HI 2l=PPXC (Jl+XClll*CCSIALll JI 1-YCU l•SlNIAlllJI I 
H 131= PPPXC IJ 1-xc ( 11 •SIN (AL 11J11-YC I ll•Cl3S(Alll JI l 
Hl41=PPPPXCIJl-XC(ll*COSIAL11Jll+YClll*SINIAL11Jll 
HI 5l=PYCI J 1-XCI l l*COSI Alli JI I +YC '11 *SIN.IALl I JI I 




























































H ( 8) =PP pp YC ( J l-xc (l I* SIN (All ( Jl l-YC U I* ccs (All ( J 11 
H( 9 l=-P XC (JI *CO SI Alli JJ 1-PYC I JI *SIN (Alli JI I +XC( J l*S IN (All (JI l-YC ( J 
$l*COS(ALl (JI I 
H( l 01 =-PP XC (JI* COS( ALU JI 1-PPYC (JI* SIN<llLl ( J 11+2 .o *PXC( JI *SIN (AL l( 
$JI 1-2.0*PYC I J l*COSI AL HJ l J+ XC( Jl *COS( Alli Jl l+YC (JI* SIN( Alli Jl I 
H!lll =-PPPXC!Jl*COS (All (JI 1-PPPYCIJ l*S lN(ALl(JI 1+3.0*PPXC(J l*SINIA 
$LllJI 1-3. O*PPYC (Jl*COSIALl( JI 1+3.0*PXC!Jl*COS !ALl(JI 1+3~0*PYC(J l*S 
$lNIALl!JI 1-XC(J l*SIN!ALl(J I l+YCIJl*COS(ALH JI I 
H(l21=-PPPPXCIJl*COSIALl(Jl)-PPPPYC(jl*SlN(ALl(J)l+4.0*PPPXC(Jl*SI 
$N(AL llJ 11-4.0*PPPYC( Jl*COSIAll(JI 1+6 •. 0*PPXCIJl*CCS(ALl IJI 1+6.0*PPY 
$CIJ l*SINIAL 11JI1-4.0*PXCIJ l*SlN IALUJ 11+4.0*PVC(Jl*COS!ALH JI 1-XCI 
SJ I *COSI AL l( JI 1-YC( J l*SI N(ALl I JI I 
H 113 l=PXC I J l*S IN (AL 11 JI I-PVC IJ I *CDS (AL llJ 11 +XC I J l*COSI Alli JI l+VC I J 
'51 * SINIALl (JI I 
HI 14 l=PPXCI JI *S fN(A Lll JI 1-PPVC I JI *COS IALl IJ 11 +2 .O*PXCI J l*COS !All I J 
$11+2.0*PYC(Jl*S lN !ALl!Jl l-XCIJ l*S l"I (ALUJ ll+VC(Jl*COS(ALllJll 
H ( 151 =PPP XC I JI* SI NI Alli JI 1-PPPVC (JI *CCS (AU (J 11 +3 .O *PPXC (JI *COS (AL 
$11J11 +3 .O*PPYC (J l*S IN (AL H JI 1-3 •. O•P XC I J l*SINIALl I JI 1+3, O*PVC ( Jl*CO 
SS!ALl IJI 1-XCIJl*CCS IALl IJI 1-VCIJl*S INIALl(J II 
H(l61=PPPPXCIJl*SIN!ALllJll-PPPPVCIJl*CCSltLllJll+4.0*PPPXCIJl•COS 
$(ALl(Jll+4.0*PPPVCIJl*SINIALllJll-6.0*PPXCIJl*SINIALllJll+6.0*PPVC 
$ (JI •COS IALl I JI I -4 ·O*PXC I J l*CCS I All fJ 11-4.0*PYCIJJ*S IN IAL l(J I l+XCI J 
$I *SIN I All I J 11-YC I JI *C 0SIAL11 JI I 
DO 72 l=l,16 
72 HllIJ=HIII 
DO 74. I=lt 16 
74 H21Il=HIII 
Rlll=IYClll*XCIJl-XClll*YCIJJ-YClll*PVCl~l-XClll*PXCIJll*COSIALllJ 
$I I+ IXC( ll *XC(J I +VCI ll*YCI J 1-XCI ll*P YC I J l+YC Ill* PXC I JI I* SI NIALll JI I 
S+XCIJJ•PXCIJl+VCIJl*PYC(JJ 
001=2.0*YCI ll *P XC( J 1-2. O*XC I 11 •PVC( JI -YC I ll*PPVC IJl-XC U l*PPXCIJl+ 
SXCI ll*X CIJ I +VCI ll*Y Cl JI 
002=2.0*XC ( 11 •PXC (JI +2.0*VC Ill* PVC I Jl-X CCl l•PPVC (JI +vet ll*PPXCI J l-
$YCC l l•XCl JI +XC( ll*YCIJI 
Rl21=COSIALllJll*DDl+SINIALllJll*DD2+XCIJl*PPXCIJJ+YCIJl•PPYCIJJ+P 
SXC( Jl*P XC I J l+PYC I JJ *PVC I JI 
0005=-YClll*PPPYCIJ l-XClll•PPPXC(JJ+3.0•YCCll*PPXCIJl-3.0*XClll*PP 
$VCIJJ+3.0*XClll*PXCIJl+3.0*YClll*PYCIJl-YClll*XCIJl+XClll*YCIJI· 
ODD 6=-XC I 11 *PPP YC I JI +YC Ill •PPPXC I JI +3. O•XC Ill* PFXC IJ I +3 .O•YCI ll *PP 
SYCIJ J-3.0*YClll*PXCIJ 1+3.0*XCI ll*PYCIJJ-XCI ll•XCIJl-YCI ll*YCI JI 
Rl31=COSIALllJll*DD05+SINIALllJll*OD06+XCIJl*PPPXCIJl+YCIJl*PPPVCI 
SJ )+3. O*P XC I JI *PP XCI J 1+3. O*PYC I JI* PPYC I JI 
00005=-XClll*PPPPXCIJl-YClll*PPPPYCIJl+4.C*YClll*PPPXCIJJ-4.0•XCll 
$l*PPPYCIJl+6.0*XClll*PPXCIJl+6.0*YClll*PPYCIJl-4.0*YClll*PXCIJl+4. 
SO•XCI ll •PYC (J 1-·XC( 11*XCIJ1-YCI l 1•vc I JI 
00006 =-XC ll I* pp PPYC (JI +V c (1 I •PPPPXC IJ 1+4.0•xc ( ll •PPPXC( J 1. +4. O*VCI l 
$1 *PPP VC IJ J-6. O* YCI 11* PP XC I JI +6. O*XC ll l * PPVC I JI -4.0•XC ll I *PXC I J 1-4. 

































































P 141=-COS !All (J 11 
Q(ll =COS!ALll Jl I 






wRITE (6,99 l KS 
WRITE ( 6, 99) KSl 
WRITE ( 6,991 KS2 
99 FORMAT llX,!ll 
Fl=Qlll*Q{3)+Q(2l*Q(41 
F2=P!ll*Q(3l+Q(ll*P(3l+P(21*Ql~l+Q(21*P{41 
F3=Rll l*Q(3 I+!;;( l°l*R(3 l+Q(2l*R14 l+Q(4)*R ( 21 
F4=P( ll*Pl31+P( 21*P(4) 
F5= P ( l l *R (3 I +P 131 *R ( 11 +P ( 2 l *RI 4 l+P I 41 *R ( 2.1-1. 0 
F6=RUl*R(3 I +R(2 l*R(4 I 
G l= Q ( ll *O < 41-Q I Z I *QI 3 I 
G2=P!ll*Q(4l+Qlll*Pl41-P(21*Q(31-Ql21*P<31 
G3=Rlll*Q(4)+Q(ll*R(41-R(21*Q(31-Q(2l*Rl31-l.O 
G4=P( ll*P( 41-P( 21*P( 31 
G5=P!ll*R(4l+R(ll*P(4)-P(2l*R(31-P(3l*Rl21 
G6=R(ll*R(41-R(2l*Rl31 
XCOF ( ll=Fl*Fl*G6*G6+G3*G3*F 1*F6-G3*G6*F l*F3+G l*G6*F3*F3+Gl*Gl*F6*F 
$ 6-Gl* G3*F3* F6-2 .O*Gl *G6 *Fl *F6 
XCQ F( 21 =2· O*G5*G6*F l*F 1+2. O*G2•G3•F l*F6+G3*G3*Fl*F5-G3*G6*Fl*F2-G2 
$*G6 *Fl *F3-G3 •GS *F l*f 3+2.0*G l*G6*F 2*F 3+G l*G5*f 3*f 3+ 2. O*Gl*G l*F 5*F6-
$G l* G3*F 2*F6-Gl*G2*F3*F6-Gl* G3*F3•F5-2 .O*Gl*G5*F l*F6-2 .O *Gl*G6*F l*F 
$5 
XCOF(31=2.0*G4*G6*Fl*Fl+G5*G5*Fl*Fl+G2*G2*Fl*F6+2.0•G2*G3*Fl*f5+G3 
$*G3*F l*F4-G 2*G6*F l* F 2-G3*G5* Fl* F2-G2*G5*Fl*F3-G3*G4*Fl*F3 +Gl*G6*F2 
$*F2 +2.0•G l*G5•F 2*F3+Gl*G4*F3*F3+2. O•G 1•G1*F4•F6+Gl*Gl•F 5*F5-Gl•G2* 
SF2• F6-Gl*G3•F2•F5-Gl*G2•F3*F5-Gl*G3*F3•F4-2 .o•Gl*G6*F l*F4-2. O*G l*G 
$5*F l*F 5-2. C*G l*G4*F l*F6 
XCOF!41=2.0*G4*G5*Fl*Fl+G2*G2*Fl*F5+2.0*G2*G3*Fl*F4-G2*G5*Fl*F2-G3 
$*G4*Fl*F2-G2*G4*Fl*F3+Gl•G5*F2*F2+2.0*Gl*G4•F2*F3+2.0*Gl*Gl*F4*F5-





WRITE I 61 1091 
109 FORMAT (/,27X,9r Ll ROOTS,/! 
- DO 110 I=l ,4 
110 WRITE 16,1121 ROOTR<IJ,ROOTil!I 
112 FORMAT ll7X,El3.5tlOX•El3.5,/I 
- WR! TE I 6,1141 !ER 
114 FORMAT (lX,Ill 
WRITE (6.1061 
106 FORMAT (l Hl ti II 
12~ DO 215 I=l,4 
OA=Fl 








274 OF=G4*ROJTRCil*ROOTR( ll+G5*ROOTRC!l+G6 
275 IF (ABS(ROOTICifl.LT.0.0000011 ROOTI(ll=O.O 
276 IF (ROOTICI ll 200,130,200 
277 200 WRITE (6,2011 
278 201 FORMAT (5X,18H RCOT IS IMAGINARY,/) 
279 GO TO 215 
280 130 SA=OB*OB-4.0*0A*OC 
281 IF ISAI 200 ,140 ,140 
282 140 ROOTAl=l-OB+SQRTCSAl)/(2.0*0AI 
283 ROOTA2=C-OB-SQRTCSAll/12.0*0Al 
284 SB=OE*OE-4.0*CD*CF 
285 IF css1 200,1so,15o 
286 150 ROOTBl=(-OE+SQRTISBll/12.0*0DI 
287 ROOTB2=1-0E-SQRTISBll/12.0*0DI 
288 WRITE (6,1551 ROOTAl,ROOTA2,ROOTBl,ROOTB2 
289 155 FORMAT (/,13X,8r ROOTAl=,Fl8.6,5X,8H ROOTA2=,Fl8.6,/,13Xt8H ROOTBl 
290 $=,Fl8.6,5X, SH RCCTB2=,Fl8.6,/I 
291 IF IABS(ROOTAl-ROOTBll.LT.0.051 GO TO 160 
292 IF IABSIROOTA1,-ROOTB2l.LT.0.051 GO-TO 160 
293 IF IABSIROOTA2-ROOTB11.LT.0.051 GO TO 170 
294 IF IABSIROOTA2-ROOTB21.LT.0.051 GO TO 170 
295 GO TO 215 
296 160 WRITE 16,1801 ROOTAl 
297 180 FORMAT (2X,16H SECCND ROOT IS ,F20.s,11 
298 ROOT=ROOTAl . 
299 GO TO 210 
300 170 WRITE 16,180) RCCTA2 
301 ROOT=ROOTA2 
302 210 WRITE (6,2121 
303 212 FORMAT ll4X,13H CENTER POINT,31X,13H CIRCLE POINT,/,8X,3H XA,19X,3 





309 WRITE (6,230) XAIIl ,YA(Il,XBCil,YBCII 
310 230 FORMAT C4F20,8,/,33x,20H xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx,111 
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